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CLIENT DEVICE AND HOST DEVICE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. provisional 
patent application, Ser. No. 62/044,114, entitled “EXPOS 
ING A SUBSCRIPTION BASED API filed on Aug. 29, 
2014, the entire disclosure of which is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Some computing devices (e.g., wearable computing 
devices) may have restricted local processing, data-storage, 
and energy-storage resources. Such localized restrictions 
may constrain an ability of a computing device to perform 
various operations. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0003 FIG. 1A shows aspects of an example wearable 
computing device. 
0004 FIG. 1B shows additional aspects of the example 
wearable computing device. 
0005 FIG. 2 shows an example computing environment. 
0006 FIG. 3 shows aspects of an example client comput 
ing device. 
0007 FIG. 4 shows an example graphical user interface 
(GUI) displayable by a client computing device. 
0008 FIG. 5 shows an example user interface (UI) ele 
ment tree representative of the example GUI of FIG. 4. 
0009 FIG. 6 shows an example UI layout file to generate 
the example GUI of FIG. 4. 
0010 FIG. 7 shows an example update binary large object 
(BLOB) to update one or more UI elements in the example 
GUI of FIG. 4. 

0011 FIG.8 shows an example localized UI element iden 
tifier. 

0012 FIG.9 shows an example individualized UI element 
identifier. 

0013 FIG. 10 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command, associated with a UI element of a 
client computing device, to adjust operation of the client 
computing device. 
0014 FIG. 11 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command, associated with a UI element of a 
client computing device, to adjust operation of a host com 
puting device. 
0015 FIG. 12 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command, associated with a UI element of a 
client computing device, to adjust operation of a network 
connected computing device. 
0016 FIG. 13 shows an example command packet 
received by a client computing device during a command 
stage of a three-stage protocol. 
0017 FIG. 14A shows an example scenario in which a 
remote computing device sends data packets to a client com 
puting device during a data stage of a three-stage protocol. 
0018 FIG. 14B shows an example scenario in which a 
client computing device sends data packets to a remote com 
puting device during a data stage of a three-stage protocol. 
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0019 FIG. 14C shows an example scenario in which no 
data packets are sent between a remote computing device and 
a client computing device during a data stage of a three-stage 
protocol. 
0020 FIG. 15 shows an example method for managing 
presentation of a GUI displayable by a client computing 
device. 
0021 FIG. 16 shows an example method for providing 
Subscription-based data to a plurality of client computing 
devices to manage presentation of a GUI displayable by the 
plurality of client computing devices. 
0022 FIG. 17 shows an example method for remotely 
providing resources to a client computing device responsive 
to receiving notification of an event. 
0023 FIG. 18 shows an example method for efficiently 
relaying a communication between a client computing device 
and a service computing device. 
0024 FIG. 19 shows an example method for communicat 
ing with a remote computing device over different commu 
nication I/O interfaces using the same three-stage protocol. 
0025 FIG. 20 shows an example host computing device in 
communication with a client computing device. 
0026 FIG. 21 shows an example method for providing 
published data produced by data sources of a client comput 
ing device to a host computing device in accordance with 
Subscriptions. 
(0027 FIGS. 22 and 23 show an example method for dis 
tributing published data provided by data sources of a client 
computing device to modules of a host computing device in 
accordance with Subscriptions. 
0028 FIG. 24 shows an example computing device 
including a plurality of modules having different Subscrip 
tions to published data provided by data sources of the com 
puting device. 
0029 FIG. 25 shows an example subscription hierarchy 
that may be employed by a computing device. 
0030 FIG. 26 shows an example scenario in which a sub 
Scription is modified responsive to a change in State of a 
wearable computing device. 
0031 FIG. 27 shows an example scenario in which a sub 
Scription is modified responsive to a change in State of a 
wearable computing device relative to a wearer of the wear 
able computing device. 
0032 FIG. 28 shows an example scenario in which a sub 
Scription is modified responsive to a change in a state of a 
wearer of a wearable computing device. 
0033 FIG. 29 shows an example computing system. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0034. In order to increase the perceived capabilities of a 
client computing device having localized processing, data 
storage, and/or energy-storage restrictions, various opera 
tions may be outsourced from the computing device and 
processed by one or more remote computing devices. Due to 
Such outsourcing, a communication Volume between the cli 
ent computing device and a remote computing device may 
increase significantly. Accordingly, the present disclosure 
relates to various approaches for facilitating data-efficient 
and energy-efficient communication between a client com 
puting device and a remote computing device that allocates 
resources for the benefit of the client computing device. 
0035. In some implementations, the client computing 
device may lack wide area network connectivity to commu 
nicate directly with the remote computing device (e.g., via the 
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Internet). However, the client computing device may have a 
local area network connection with a host computing device 
(e.g., via universal serial bus (USB), Bluetooth (BT), Blue 
tooth Low Energy (BTLE)), and the host computing device 
may communicate with the remote computing device via a 
wide area network connection (e.g., via the Internet). In Such 
implementations, communication between the client comput 
ing device and the remote computing device may be relayed 
through the host computing device. Moreover, in Some cases, 
the host computing device may perform some or all opera 
tions to further increase communication efficiency of the 
client computing device. 
0036 By increasing communication efficiency of the cli 
ent computing device, the local resource restrictions of the 
client computing device may be hidden from the user. 
0037. The client computing device may take any suitable 
form without departing from the scope of the present disclo 
sure. FIGS. 1A and 1B show aspects of an example client 
device in the form of a wearable computing device 10 that 
includes features to facilitate efficient communication. The 
illustrated device takes the form of a composite band 12. In 
one implementation, a closure mechanism enables facile 
attachment and separation of the ends of the composite band, 
so that the band can be closed into a loop and worn on the 
wrist. In other implementations, the device may be fabricated 
as a continuous loop resilient enough to be pulled over the 
hand and still conform to the wrist. Alternatively, the device 
may have an open-bracelet form factor in which ends of the 
band are not fastened to one another. In still other implemen 
tations, wearable computing devices of a more elongate band 
shape may be worn around the user's bicep, waist, chest, 
ankle, leg, head, or other body part. Accordingly, the wear 
able computing devices here contemplated include eye 
glasses, a head band, an arm-band, an ankle band, a chest 
strap, or any other wearable form factor. Furthermore, com 
puting devices without wearable configurations may include 
plated contacts. 
0038. As shown in the drawings, wearable computing 
device 10 may include various functional electronic compo 
nents: a computing system 14, display 16, loudspeaker 18, 
haptic motor 20, communication Suite 22, and various sen 
sors. In the illustrated implementation, the functional elec 
tronic components are integrated into the several rigid seg 
ments of the band—viz., display-carrier module 24A, pillow 
24B, energy-storage compartments 24C and 24D, and buckle 
24E. This tactic protects the functional components from 
physical stress, from excess heat and humidity, and from 
exposure to water and Substances found on the skin, Such as 
sweat, lotions, salves, and the like. In the illustrated confor 
mation of wearable computing device 10, one end of com 
posite band 12 overlaps the other end. Buckle 24E is arranged 
at the overlapping end of the composite band, and receiving 
slot 26 is arranged at the overlapped end. 
0039. The functional electronic components of wearable 
computing device 10 draw power from one or more energy 
storage electronic components 28. A battery—e.g., a lithium 
ion battery—is one type of energy-storage electronic compo 
nent. Alternative examples include Super- and ultra-capaci 
tors. To provide adequate storage capacity with minimal rigid 
bulk, a plurality of discrete, separated energy-storage elec 
tronic components may be used. These may be arranged in 
energy-storage compartments 24C and 24D, or in any of the 
rigid segments of composite band 12. Electrical connections 
between the energy-storage electronic components and the 
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functional electronic components are routed through flexible 
segments 30 (e.g., 30A, 30B, 30C, 30D). In some implemen 
tations, the energy storage cells have a curved shape to fit 
comfortably around the wearer’s wrist, or other body part. In 
Some implementations, the energy storage cells may be flex 
ible to accommodate coupling to a wearer. 
0040. In general, energy-storage electronic components 
28 may be replaceable and/or rechargeable. In some 
examples, recharge power may be provided through a univer 
sal serial bus (USB) port 32. In other examples, the energy 
storage electronic components may be recharged by wireless 
inductive or ambient-light charging. In still other examples, 
the wearable computing device may include electro-me 
chanical componentry to recharge the energy-storage elec 
tronic components from the user's adventitious or purposeful 
body motion. 
0041. In wearable computing device 10, computing sys 
tem 14 is housed in display-carrier module 24A and situated 
below display 16. The computing system is operatively 
coupled to display 16, loudspeaker 18, communication Suite 
22, and to the various sensors. The computing system 
includes a data-storage machine 34 to hold data and instruc 
tions, and a logic machine 36 to execute the instructions. 
0042. In some implementations, a shared data buffer 66 
may be located proximate to the data-storage machine 34 or 
included in the data-storage machine 34. The shared data 
buffer 66 may be configured to store data packets in prepara 
tion for transmission via any of a plurality of different com 
munication I/O interfaces. In one particular example, the 
shared data buffer 66 stores data packets for transmission 
either via a wired communication I/O interface or a wireless 
communication I/O interface as will be discussed in further 
detail below. 

0043. Display 16 may be any suitable type of display, such 
as a thin, low-power light emitting diode (LED) array or a 
liquid-crystal display (LCD) array. Quantum-dot display 
technology may also be used. Electronic paper technology 
may also be used. Suitable LED arrays include organic LED 
(OLED) or active matrix OLED arrays, among others. An 
LCD array may be actively backlit. However, some types of 
LCD arrays—e.g., a liquid crystal on silicon, LCOS array— 
may be front-lit via ambient light. Although the drawings 
show a Substantially flat display Surface, this aspect is by no 
means necessary, for curved display Surfaces may also be 
used. In some use scenarios, wearable computing device 10 
may be worn with display 16 on the front of the wearer's 
wrist, like a conventional wristwatch. 
0044 Communication Suite 22 may include any appropri 
ate wired or wireless communications I/O interface compo 
nentry. In FIGS. 1A and 1B, the communications suite 
includes the USB port 32, which may be used for exchanging 
data between wearable computing device 10 and other com 
puter systems, as well as providing recharge power. The com 
munication suite may further include two-way BT, BTLE 
Wi-Fi, cellular, Ethernet, near-field communication, and/or 
other radios. In some implementations, the communication 
Suite may include an additional transceiver for optical, line 
of-sight (e.g., infrared) communication. Any Suitable com 
munication I/O interface componentry of the communication 
Suite 22 may be employed to transmit machine-readable 
information via a digital communication channel. For 
example, a wireless digital communication channel may be 
established over Wi-Fi or BT to transmit data. In another 
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example, a wired digital communication channel may be 
established over USB to transmit data. 
0045. In some implementations, in order to leverage the 
plurality of different communication I/O interfaces, the wear 
able computing device may employ the same three-stage 
protocol for communication over a plurality of different 
transport layers (e.g., USB, BT, BTLE). The three-stage pro 
tocol may include a command stage, a data stage, and a status 
stage. In particular, the command protocol may have a packet 
format that is the same for communication over all of the 
different transport layers. This unified implementation allows 
for a shared library of commands that can be sent over any of 
the different transport layers. The shared library of com 
mands and the unified command protocol may increase com 
munication efficiency, while reducing a memory footprint of 
the wearable computing device. 
0046. In wearable computing device 10, touch-screen sen 
sor 38 is coupled to display 16 and configured to receive touch 
input from the user. Accordingly, the display may be a touch 
sensor display in Some implementations. In general, the touch 
sensor may be resistive, capacitive, or optically based. Push 
button sensors (e.g., microSwitches) may be used to detect the 
state of push buttons 40A and 40B, which may include rock 
ers. Input from the push-button sensors may be used to enact 
a home-key or on-off feature, control audio Volume, micro 
phone, or another Suitable operation. 
0047 FIGS. 1A and 1B show various other sensors of 
wearable computing device 10. Such sensors include micro 
phone 42, visible-light sensor 44, ultraviolet sensor 46, and 
ambient-temperature sensor 48. The microphone provides 
input to computing system 14 that may be used to measure the 
ambient sound level or receive voice commands from the 
user. Input from the visible-light sensor, ultraviolet sensor, 
and ambient-temperature sensor may be used to assess 
aspects of the user's environment. 
0048 FIGS. 1A and 1B show a pair of contact sensors— 
charging contact sensor 50 arranged on display-carrier mod 
ule 24A, and pillow contact sensor 52 arranged on pillow 
24B. Each contact sensor contacts the wearer's skin when 
wearable computing device 10 is worn and may also include 
plated contacts. The contact sensors may include independent 
or cooperating sensor elements, to provide a plurality of sen 
sory functions. For example, the contact sensors may provide 
an electrical resistance and/or capacitance sensory function 
responsive to the electrical resistance and/or capacitance of 
the wearer's skin. To this end, the two contact sensors may be 
configured as a galvanic skin-response sensor, for example. In 
the illustrated configuration, the separation between the two 
contact sensors provides a relatively long electrical path 
length, for more accurate measurement of skin resistance. In 
Some examples, a contact sensor may also provide measure 
ment of the wearer’s skin temperature. In the illustrated con 
figuration, a skin temperature sensor 54 in the form a ther 
mistor is integrated into charging contact sensor 50, which 
provides direct thermal conductive path to the skin. Output 
from ambient-temperature sensor 48 and skin temperature 
sensor 54 may be applied differentially to estimate the heat 
flux from the wearer's body. This metric can be used to 
improve the accuracy of pedometer-based calorie counting, 
for example. In addition to the contact-based skin sensors 
described above, various types of non-contact skin sensors 
may also be included. 
0049 Arranged inside pillow contact sensor 52 in the 
illustrated configuration is an optical pulse-rate sensor 56. 
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The optical pulse-rate sensor may include a narrow-band 
(e.g., green) LED emitter and matched photodiode to detect 
pulsating blood flow through the capillaries of the skin, and 
thereby provide a measurement of the wearer's pulse rate. In 
Some implementations, the optical pulse-rate sensor may also 
be configured to sense the wearer's blood pressure. In the 
illustrated configuration, optical pulse-rate sensor 56 and dis 
play 16 are arranged on opposite sides of the device as worn. 
The pulse-rate sensor alternatively could be positioned 
directly behind the display for ease of engineering. 
0050 Wearable computing device 10 may also include 
motion sensing componentry, Such as an accelerometer 58, 
gyroscope 60, and magnetometer 62. The accelerometer and 
gyroscope may furnish inertial data along three orthogonal 
axes as well as rotational data about the three axes, for a 
combined six degrees of freedom. This sensory data can be 
used to provide a pedometer/calorie-counting function, for 
example. Data from the accelerometer and gyroscope may be 
combined with geomagnetic data from the magnetometer to 
further define the inertial and rotational data in terms of 
geographic orientation. 
0051 Wearable computing device 10 may also include a 
global positioning system (GPS) receiver 64 for determining 
the wearer's geographic location and/or Velocity. In some 
configurations, the antenna of the GPS receiver may be rela 
tively flexible and extend into flexible segment 30A. In the 
configuration of FIGS. 1A and 1B, the GPS receiver is far 
removed from optical pulse-rate sensor 56 to reduce interfer 
ence from the optical pulse-rate sensor. 
0.052 The wearable computing device is merely one 
example of a client computing device that may off-load pro 
cessing of operations to a remote computing device. The 
client computing device may take any Suitable form. 
0053 FIG. 2 shows an example computing environment 
200. The computing environment 200 may include a service 
computing device 202 configured to provide remote manage 
ment and processing functionality for a plurality of client 
computing devices (e.g., CLIENT COMPUTING DEVICE 
A, CLIENTCOMPUTING DEVICEB, CLIENTCOMPUT 
ING DEVICE N) 204. The service computing device 202 
may be configured to perform operations related to any Suit 
able aspect of any of the plurality of client computing devices. 
The service computing device 202 may provide processing 
resources for any Suitable number of client computing 
devices. Moreover, the service computing device 202 may 
provide resources for any Suitable type of client computing 
device. In some implementations, the service computing 
device may be representative of a plurality of different net 
work-connected computing devices in a cloud-computing 
system. 
0054 Different client computing devices may be config 
ured with different communication capabilities. Accordingly, 
the service computing device 202 may communicate with 
different client computing devices in different manners. In 
Some cases, the service computing device 202 may directly 
communicate with a client computing device via a network 
206, Such as the Internet. Such client computing devices may 
be referred to as network-connected computing devices. In 
the illustrated example, the CLIENT COMPUTING 
DEVICE N is a network-connected computing device that 
directly communicates with the service computing device 
202 via the network 206. 
0055. In some cases, a client computing device may not 
have a direct network connection with the service computing 
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device 202. Instead, the client computing device may be 
configured to communicate with a host computing device via 
a local network connection (e.g., USB, Bluetooth, Bluetooth 
Low Energy). The local network connection may be a wired 
connection or a wireless connection. Such client computing 
devices may be referred to as non-network-connected com 
puting devices. The service computing device 202 may com 
municate with a non-network-connected client computing 
device by relaying communications through a network-con 
nected host computing device. 
0056. The network-connected host computing device may 
take any Suitable form. For example, the host computing 
device may include a Smartphone, laptop, desktop, tablet, 
entertainment console, dedicated hotspot, or another suitable 
computing device. In one particular example, a non-network 
connected client computing device is a wearable computing 
device and the host computing device is a Smartphone. 
0057. In some implementations, the client computing 
devices may include a plurality of communication I/O inter 
faces to communicate with the host computing device under 
different conditions. For example, the plurality of communi 
cation I/O interfaces may include a wired communication I/O 
interface configured to communicate with a host computing 
device and a wireless communication I/O interface config 
ured to communicate with the host computing device. In one 
particular example, a client computing device may be config 
ured to communicate with a host computing device via any of 
a USB link, a BT link, or a BTLE link. 
0.058. In the illustrated example, the CLIENT COMPUT 
ING DEVICE A is configured as a non-network-connected 
computing device that does not communicate directly with 
the service computing device 202 via the network 206. 
Rather, the CLIENTCOMPUTING DEVICEA is configured 
to communicate with a HOST COMPUTING DEVICE Avia 
a local network connection 208. In one example, the local 
network connection 208 may be a wired network connection 
via USB or Ethernet, for example. In another example, the 
local network connection 208 may be a wireless network 
connection via BT or BTLE, for example. Further, the HOST 
COMPUTING DEVICE A is configured to communicate 
with the service computing device 202 via the network 206. 
Accordingly, the service computing device 202 may be con 
figured to send communications to the HOST COMPUTING 
DEVICEA, and the HOST COMPUTING DEVICE A may 
be configured to relay the communications to the CLIENT 
COMPUTING DEVICE A, and vice versa. Likewise, a 
HOST COMPUTING DEVICE Band a CLIENT COMPUT 
ING DEVICE B may communicate in a similar manner. 
0059) Note that in some implementations, a host comput 
ing device may directly allocate resources for the benefit of an 
associated client device without involvement of the service 
computing device. For example, the host computing device 
may provide remote processing and management functional 
ity to the client computing device instead of the service com 
puting device. Moreover, the host computing device may be 
configured to serve all instances of all services to any suitable 
number of client computing devices. 
0060 FIG. 3 shows aspects of an example client comput 
ing device 300 in more detail. The client computing device 
300 may be representative of any of the plurality of client 
computing devices 204 included in the computing environ 
ment 200 shown in FIG. 2. The client computing device 300 
may include a device identifier 302. The device identifier 302 
may distinguish the client computing device 300 from every 
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other computing device in the computing environment 200. In 
one example, the device identifier 302 is a globally unique 
identifier (GUID). The device GUID may have any suitable 
uniqueness properties and probabilities. In one example, the 
device GUID is stored as a 128-bit value. In another example, 
the device identifier 302 is not a GUID, and instead is a serial 
number. The device identifier 302 may conform to any suit 
able addressing scheme. For example, the device identifier 
302 may be included as part of an addressing scheme to 
identify communications sent from the client computing 
device 300 and communications received by client comput 
ing device 300. 
0061 The client computing device 300 may include a 
display 304 configured to visually present a graphical user 
interface (GUI) 306. The GUI 306 may present visual ele 
ments of an application installed on the client computing 
device 300, such as application 308. The application 308 may 
be one of a plurality of applications installed on the client 
computing device 300. 
0062. Note that an application may be installed or other 
wise made available for use on a client computing device in 
any suitable manner. Moreover, an application may act as a 
conduit for receiving information from a remote source in any 
Suitable manner. For example, an application may include a 
general purpose web browser that navigates to a website or 
other remote information source, and the web browser may 
present information received from the remote information 
source via the GUI. 
0063 Each application may include an application identi 

fier. For example, application 308 includes an application 
identifier 310. The application identifier 310 may distinguish 
the application from every other application installed on the 
client computing device 300. In some implementations, the 
application identifier 310 may distinguish the application 308 
from every other application in the computing environment 
200. In some implementations, the application identifier 310 
may be a GUID. The application GUID may have any suitable 
uniqueness properties and probabilities. In one example, the 
application GUID is stored as a 128-bit value. In some imple 
mentations, the application GUID distinguishes an applica 
tion from other applications, but does not distinguish all 
instances or installations of the application. For example, two 
different instances of the same application may be installed 
on two different computing devices and each instance of the 
application may have the same application GUID. 
0064. Each application may include a plurality of pages. 
Each page may be addressed by a page index. For example, a 
page 312 includes a page index314. The page index.314 may 
distinguish the page 312 from every other page included in 
the application 308. The plurality of pages in the application 
may be addressed in any Suitable manner. In one example, 
each page of an application may have a linear position, and 
therefore an ordinal number that can be used as a page index 
for the page. Note that in this implementation, the GUI 306 
may display a single page of an application at a time. In some 
implementations, the GUI may be configured to display more 
than one page at a time. The ordinal page numbering is just 
one example, and the pages may be identified in another 
Suitable manner. 
0065. Note that a page may represent any spatial and/or 
logical grouping of different UI elements and is not limited to 
a spatial area that a display is capable of presenting at one 
time. For example, a page can be larger or Smaller than a 
display area of a display. 
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0066 Each page may include a plurality of user interface 
(UI) elements 316 (e.g., UI ELEMENTA, UI ELEMENT B, 
UI ELEMENTN). The plurality of UI elements included in a 
page may provide the visual content presented by the GUI 
306. A UI element may take any suitable form. Non-limiting 
examples of different types of UI elements include text fields, 
buttons, text areas, checkboxes, radio buttons, drop-down 
lists, lists allowing single and multiple selections, panels to 
group visual components, images, videos, and other Suitable 
UI elements. 

0067. Each UI element may include a UI element label 
that distinguishes the UI element from every other UI element 
included in the page. For example, UI ELEMENTA includes 
UI element label 318 that distinguishes UI ELEMENT A 
from every other UI element on the page 312. Note that a UI 
element label may include any Suitable identifying character 
istic including a number, a string, a code, or any other iden 
tifier. 
0068. In some implementations, the display 304 may be 
configured to detect touch input. The display may employ any 
Suitable touch detection technology. In Such implementations 
one or more of the plurality UI elements may be selectable via 
touch input. In some cases, selection of a UI element via touch 
input may trigger an event that initiates an operation to be 
performed either locally by the client computing device or 
remotely by a remote computing device (e.g., the host com 
puting device paired with the client computing device or by 
the service computing device). Other input modalities may 
additionally or alternatively be selected or otherwise acti 
vated (e.g., voice, gesture, gaze, hardware control, and oth 
ers). 
0069. As discussed above, the service computing device 
202 shown in FIG.2 may be configured to allocate processing 
resources for the benefit of the plurality of the client comput 
ing devices 204. For example, the service computing device 
202 may be configured to perform different operations for the 
plurality of client computing devices 204. In one example, the 
service computing device 202 may be configured to remotely 
manage presentation of the GUI displayable by a client com 
puting device. In order to manage presentation of the GUI in 
a communication efficient manner, the service computing 
device may implement an approach that separates formatting 
information of the UI elements presented in the GUI from 
binary data representative of the actual information presented 
via the UI elements (e.g., numbers and letters presented in a 
text field UI element). As such, when the service computing 
device 202 sends to a client computing device updated infor 
mation to be displayed via one or more UI elements, the 
updated information need not include any formatting infor 
mation. 

0070. In one example, the service computing device 202 
may be configured to send a UI layout file 320 to the client 
computing device 300. The UI layout file 320 may define a 
visual layout of the UI elements presented in the GUI 306 
without specifying the underlying data used to populate the 
UI elements. As an example, the UI layout may define a text 
box in a certain display location, and the layout file may 
specify that text displayed in the box will have 12 pt. Arial 
font, but the layout file will not specify the actual letters to 
display in this text box. In other implementations, the UI 
layout file define the visual layout of the UI elements pre 
sented in the GUI and may include an initial version of the 
underlying data used to populate the UI elements. In some 
implementations, the UI layout file 320 may define the visual 
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layout of UI elements on a per-page basis, and the service 
computing device 202 may send a client computing device a 
UI layout file for each page of each application installed on 
the client computing device 300. In other embodiments, a UI 
layout file may be generated on a per-application basis, and 
the UI layout file may define the visual layout of UI elements 
on every page included in an application. 
(0071. The UI layout file 320 may be generated by the 
service computing device 202 according to a predefined 
schema or in any other suitable manner. In one example, the 
UI layout file can be generated from an XML file. The XML 
file may provide an industry standard Schema and validation 
tools to help ensure that the UI layout file is suitable for 
display by a client computing device. 
0072. In some cases, the service computing device 202 
may generate the XML file. In some other cases, the service 
computing device 202 may receive the XML file from a 
third-party computing device 210. The third-party computing 
device 210 may be operated by any type of content producer, 
nonlimiting examples of which include a website host, a 
Social network, a newsfeed host, or another Suitable source of 
UI layout information. 
0073. The service computing device 202 may include a 
transformation module 212 configured to perform a trans 
form of the XML file (or other layout source information) to 
a binary machine-readable format that may be more readily 
consumable by a client computing device. For example, the 
binary format of the transformed UI layoutfile may mirror the 
client computing device's direct memory representation of 
data. In particular, the binary data format of the UI layout file 
may include binary copies of data organized according to 
class structures. Moreover, in cases where the XML file is 
provided from the third-party computing device 210, the 
transformation operation can provide an opportunity for auto 
mated machine based transforms of a layout of the third-party 
computing device to be transformed into a layout Suitable for 
display on the client computing device. For example, a format 
of a UI layout of the third-party computing device 210 may be 
configured for a different platform than the client computing 
device 300, and the service computing device 202 may be 
configured to convert the format information to be compatible 
with a platform of the client computing device. 
0074 FIGS. 4-6 show an example scenario in which a GUI 
may be generated from a UI layout file. FIG. 4 shows an 
example GUI 400 including a plurality of UI elements 402. 
The plurality of UI elements 402 may include different UI 
element types including pages, boxes, and strings. Note that 
the GUI 400 is merely one example, and a GUI may present 
any suitable type of UI element. In the GUI 400, some UI 
elements may be nested within other UI elements to form 
parent-child relationships. 
(0075 FIG. 5 shows an example UI element tree structure 
500 representative of the hierarchy of parent-child relation 
ships of the plurality UI elements 402 included in the GUI 
400. In particular, a PAGE 1 is the root element of the UI 
element tree structure 500. PAGE1 has no parents, and a BOX 
2 and a BOX 7 are the immediate children of PAGE 1. BOX 
2 has a BOX3 and a BOX5 as immediate children. BOX 7 has 
a BOX8 as an immediate child. BOX3 has a STRING 4 as an 
immediate child. BOX5 has a STRING 6 as an immediate 
child. BOX 8 has a STRING 9 and a STRING 10 as imme 
diate children. STRING 4, STRING 6, STRING 9, and 
STRING 10 are leaf nodes that have no children. 
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0076 FIG. 6 shows an example UI layout file 600 that may 
be generated from the tree structure 500. For example, the UI 
layout file 600 may be representative of the UI layout file 320 
shown in FIG.3. The UI layout file 600 includes a page header 
602 that indicates a general structure of the page presented by 
the GUI. 

0077. For example, the page header 602 may include a 
version 604 of the UI layout file, a number of immediate 
children 606 of the root UI element (e.g., PAGE1), and a total 
number of child UI elements 608 in the UI layout file (e.g., 9). 
The version 604 may indicate which UI layout file is currently 
in use in order to suitably determine UI element types when a 
UI element is updated. 
0078. The UI layout file 600 may include a plurality of UI 
elements 610. Each UI element may include a UI element 
identifier 612 and a UI element descriptor 614. The UI ele 
ment identifier 612 may distinguish the UI element from 
every other UI element in the UI layout file 600. For example, 
the UI element identifier may be a unique numeric identifier. 
The UI element identifier may be used for data binding of 
both data update binary large objects (BLOBs) and single 
data update requests. Note that an update BLOB is one non 
limiting example of an update object. Any suitable type of 
object may be employed to transmit update data. The UI 
element descriptor 614 may define a UI element type 616 and 
formatting attributes 618 of information displayed via the UI 
element. In the illustrated implementation the formatting 
attributes 618 include a memory size, a position, a color, font 
style, alignment, transparency, and a number of child UI 
elements. However, any suitable formatting attribute may be 
defined by the UI element descriptor. 
0079. The plurality of UI elements 610 optionally may be 
ordered in the UI layout file 600 according to a flattened 
version of the tree structure 500 shown in FIG.5. In particular, 
the plurality of UI elements 610 may be ordered in the UI 
layout file 600 according to the parent-child relationships 
indicated by the tree structure 500. The flattened tree structure 
may be representative of a final memory format used by the 
client computing device to generate the GUI. By ordering the 
UI elements in the flattened tree structure and providing the 
number of children of each UI element as attributes, a position 
of a UI element within the parent-children hierarchy may be 
conveyed with a minimal amount of information. In other 
words, such a format may reduce an amount of data that is 
included in the UI layout file that is sent to the client comput 
ing device. Such an approach provides one example in which 
communication efficiency of a client computing device may 
be increased. 

0080. In one example, the UI layout file 600 has a binary 
machine-readable format that may be efficient to send to a 
client computing device. Note that a UI layout file may be sent 
to a client computing device once in order to inform the client 
computing device of the formatting attributes of every UI 
element in the UI layout file. However, in some cases, an 
updated UI layout file may be sent to the client computing 
device in order to change the visual layout of the GUI. Such 
an updated UI layout file may have a different version that 
may be tracked by the service computing device. For 
example, an updated UI layout file may change formatting 
attributes of a UI element, add a page, delete a page, add a UI 
element to a page, and/or delete a UI element from a page. 
Note that an updated UI layout file may update just the for 
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matting attributes of UI elements and may be different from 
an update BLOB including updated information to be pre 
sented via a UI element. 
I0081. Once the formatting attributes of the UI elements are 
known by the client computing device 300 from the UI layout 
file 320, the service computing device 202 may be configured 
to send subsequent update BLOBs to update information 
presented via one or more UI elements in the GUI 306. 
I0082 FIG. 7 shows an example update BLOB 700 to 
update one or more UI elements in a GUI. The update BLOB 
700 may include a UI element identifier 704 of the UI element 
702 to be changed and a payload 706 of updated information 
to be displayed via the UI element 702. The updated infor 
mation may replace the information previously displayed via 
the UI element. For example, the updated information 
included in the payload 706 may be a direct binary machine 
readable representation of the updated information. In some 
cases, UI element identifiers and updated information for a 
plurality of UI elements to be updated may be bundled into 
the same update BLOB. In other cases, only one UI element 
may be updated. This type of selected updating is efficient 
because data need not be sent for UI elements that are not to 
be updated. 
I0083. Moreover, each payload may omit formatting 
attributes of the UI element to be changed, because the client 
computing device references such formatting attributes from 
the UI layout file. For example, a UI element type may be 
determined by looking up the type associated with the UI 
element identifier in the UI layout file. As such, the object 
type need not be communicated via the payload. All other 
aspects included in the UI layout file may be similarly left out 
of the payload, because these aspects can be looked up using 
the UI element identifier that is included in the update BLOB. 
I0084. In one particular example, a UI element may be 
updated to present the number “7”, and the corresponding 
update BLOB may merely include the UI element identifier 
and the binary representation of the number “7”. Upon receiv 
ing the update BLOB, the client computing device may look 
up the UI element type of the binary data from the previously 
received UI layout file (e.g., integer). In other words, the UI 
element identifier may act as a binding mechanism for the 
binary data included in the payload. Similarly, the client 
computing device may look up the screen position and for 
matting characteristics for creating the desired visual repre 
sentation of the number “7” even though such formatting is 
not communicated as part of the update BLOB. 
I0085. In contrast to this approach, other communication 
formats (e.g., JSON, or XML) include a mapping from a data 
payload to an internal representation of the data within the 
BLOB itself. In one particular example, the update BLOB 
may include a string including the number seven and a map 
ping indicating that the String is an integer type UI element. 
Further, Such approaches may include all of the formatting for 
displaying the underlying data. Such an approach may 
increase an amount of data included in the update BLOB 
relative to the approach in which the UI element type is 
determined from the UI layout file. 
I0086. The updated information included in an update 
BLOB may be received by the client computing device from 
any suitable source. In some cases, the service computing 
device 202 may generate the updated information. In some 
cases, the service computing device 202 may receive the 
updated information from the third-party computing device 
210. In one example, the service computing device 202 may 
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subscribe to the information from the third-party computing 
device 210. In another example, the service computing device 
202 may scrape the updated information from the third-party 
computing device 210. In some cases, the updated informa 
tion may be received from the third-party computing device 
210 in an XML format. The service computing device 202 
may be configured to translate the XML data into a binary 
machine-readable format, via the transformation module 212, 
for example. In some cases, the service computing device 202 
may receive the updated information from the third-party 
computing device 210 in a binary machine-readable format 
and transformation need not be necessary. 
0087. In some cases, the UI layout file and/or subsequent 
update BLOBs may be sent from the service computing 
device to a client computing device directly via a wide area 
network connection. For example, the service computing 
device may know a device identifier of the client computing 
device, and may send the communications to the client com 
puting device (a.k.a., a push approach). In another example, a 
client computing device may request the UI layout file and/or 
update BLOBs from the service computing device, and the 
service computing device may send the communications 
responsive to receiving the requests (a.k.a., a pull approach). 
In some cases, a plurality of client computing devices may 
subscribe to the UI layout file and subsequent update BLOBs. 
The service computing device may have an awareness of 
Subscribing client computing devices, and may broadcast 
communications to all Subscribing client computing devices. 
0088. In some implementations, in cases where a client 
computing device communicates with the service computing 
device viaan intermediary host computing device, Some orall 
of the processing or management responsibilities for updat 
ing the GUI may be handled by the host computing device 
directly instead of the service computing device. In one 
example, the UI layout file may be generated by the service 
computing device, and/or Subsequent update BLOBS corre 
sponding to the UI layout file may be generated by the host 
computing device, or vice versa. 
0089. In another example, the service computing device 
may send an XML file representative of the GUI to the host 
computing device, and the host computing device may trans 
form the XML file into the UI layout file having a binary 
machine-readable format. In Such implementations, the host 
computing device may include the transformation module 
212. In yet another example, the host computing device may 
handle all processing responsibilities for managing the GUI. 
In particular, the host computing device may generate the UI 
layout file and the subsequent update BLOBs without com 
municating with the service computing device. 
0090. In another example approach to increase communi 
cation efficiency, a remote computing device (e.g., the service 
computing device or a host computing device) may subscribe 
to events of a client computing device. Stated another way, the 
herein described approach may enable a client computing 
device to, in an efficient manner, communicate to a remote 
computing device processing and control requests to perform 
various operations. In one example, the remote computing 
device may subscribe to events associated with particular UI 
elements in a GUI displayed by a client computing device. In 
another example, the remote computing device may Sub 
scribe to events associated with components of a client com 
puting device. For example, the remote computing device 
may subscribe to different sensors of a client computing 
device, and the client computing device may send sensor 
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readings to the remote computing device responsive to dif 
ferent events. Note that any suitable event may trigger an 
operation to be performed to the benefit of a client computing 
device. Further, Such operations may be associated with par 
ticular UI elements, via a mapping, for example. Moreover, 
this approach may provide further optimizations in commu 
nication efficiency for a non-network-connected client com 
puting device requesting remote processing and control 
resources via an intermediary host computing device as will 
be described herein. Further, such an approach may allow a 
host computing device to provide remote processing and con 
trol resources directly to a client computing device without 
involvement of a service computing device. 
0091. In one example, the service computing device 202 
may identify any instance of any UI element displayed on any 
client computing device in the computing environment 200. 
As discussed above, a GUI may present a page of an appli 
cation including a plurality of UI elements. The application 
has an application identifier that distinguishes the application 
from every other application in the computing environment. 
A page index of the page being displayed in the GUI distin 
guishes the page from every other page included in the appli 
cation. Each UI element included in the page has a UI element 
label that distinguishes the UI element from every other UI 
element included in the page. 
0092. As shown in FIG. 8, these addressing elements may 
be included in a localized UI element identifier 800 that can 
be used to identify any UI element across all applications 
installed on a client computing device. In other words, the 
localized UI element identifier distinguishes an instance of a 
UI element from every other instance of every UI element 
displayable in any application installed on a client computing 
device. In particular, the localized UI element identifier 800 
may include an address tripletofan application identifier802, 
a page index 804, and a UI element identifier 806. In one 
example, the application identifier802 is representative of the 
application identifier 310, the page index 804 is representa 
tive of the page index 314, and the UI element label 806 is 
representative of the UI element label 318 all of which are 
shown in FIG. 3. 
0093. In one example, the application identifier is a GUID 
having a first memory size, and the page index and the UI 
element label are other types of identifiers each having a 
memory size that is less than the first memory size of the 
application GUID. The other identifiers may be smaller in 
order to save bandwidth of the client computing device when 
sending the localized UI element identifier to a remote com 
puting device. 
0094. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 9, the localized UI 
element identifier800 may be converted into an individual UI 
element identifier 900 by adding a device identifier 902 to the 
address triplet. In particular, the individualized UI element 
identifier 900 may include the device identifier 902, the appli 
cation identifier802, the page index 804, and the UI element 
label 806. In one example, the device identifier 902 is repre 
sentative of the device identifier 302 shown in FIG. 3. The 
individualized UI element identifier 900 can be used to iden 
tify any instance of a UI element across all applications 
installed on all client computing device within the computing 
environment 200. 

0095. Note that the different address elements of the local 
ized UI element identifier and the individualized UI element 
identifier may be ordered in any suitable manner to form any 
suitable format variation of a UI element address. 
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0096. The service computing device 202 and/or a host 
computing device may be configured to receive notifications 
of events from one or more computing devices. In one 
example, the service computing device 202 may receive noti 
fications of events based on the service computing device 
subscribing to various UI elements on different client com 
puting devices. In one example, the service computing device 
202 includes a subscription module 214 that may be config 
ured to generate, modify, and/or maintain a list of Subscrip 
tions to different instances of UI elements. The service com 
puting device may subscribe to any Suitable number of 
different instances of UI elements on different client comput 
ing devices. In some cases, a notification may be received 
directly from a network-connected client computing device. 
In some cases, a notification may be received from a host 
computing device on behalf of a non-networked-connected 
client computing device. 
0097. The service computing device may receive a notifi 
cation of any Suitable type of event. In one example, an event 
includes an instance of a UI element being selected via user 
input to a client computing device. In another example, an 
event includes an instance of a UI element being modified via 
user input to a client computing device. In another example, 
an event includes a physical button of a client computing 
device being depressed. Note that an event may be unrelated 
to a UI element. For example, an event may occur periodi 
cally. In another example, an event may occur responsive to 
another suitable operation of a client computing device. 
0098. Each notification received by the service computing 
device 202 may include an individualized UI element identi 
fier. The service computing device 202 may be configured to 
identify an instance of a UI element based on the individual 
ized UI element identifier included in the notification of the 
event. 

0099. In cases where a client computing device is a non 
network-connected device, the client computing device may 
send a notification of an event to a host computing device. The 
notification of the event may include a localized UI element 
identifier. The host computing device may be configured to 
add a device identifier of the client computing device that sent 
the notification onto the localized UI element identifier to 
generate an individualized UI element identifier, and the host 
computing device may be configured to relay the notification 
including the individualized UI element identifier to the ser 
Vice computing device. By not prepending the device identi 
fier onto the localized UI element identifier at the client com 
puting device, an amount of data sent by the client computing 
device may be reduced, and efficiency of communication may 
be increased. Such an approach may be particularly beneficial 
in cases where the host computing device has significant 
processing resources and communication bandwidth relative 
to the client computing device. Such an approach also may be 
particularly beneficial in decreasing the energy consumed by 
communicating in battery-powered client computing devices. 
0100. In response to identifying the instance of the UI 
element, the service computing device 202 may be configured 
to perform an operation associated with the UI element. The 
service computing device 202 may include a mapping module 
216 configured to generate, modify, and/or maintain a map of 
instances of UI elements to different operations. In one 
example, an instance of a UI element may be mapped to an 
individual operation. In another example, an instance of a UI 
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element may be mapped to multiple different operations that 
may be conditionally performed based on various operating 
conditions. 

0101 The service computing device 202 may include an 
operation processing module 218 configured to perform an 
operation associated with an instance of a UI element identi 
fied as being involved in an event. In particular, the operation 
processing module 218 may be configured to manage pro 
cessing and data-storage resources of the service computing 
device 202 in order to perform an operation. Further, the 
operation processing module 218 may be configured to, in 
Some cases, generate commands sent to other remote com 
puting devices to performan operation on behalf of a request 
ing client computing device. For example, the service com 
puting device 202 may act as an intermediary between a client 
computing device and other network-connected computing 
devices, such as the third-party computing device 210. In 
another example, the service computing device 202 may send 
commands to a host computing device, and the host comput 
ing device may be configured to perform an operation speci 
fied by the command. In yet another example, the service 
computing device 202 may send commands to a host com 
puting device, and the host computing device may relay the 
commands to a client computing device paired or otherwise in 
communication with the host computing device. In some 
implementations, the host computing device may include an 
operation processing module. For example, the host comput 
ing device may include an operation processing module in 
implementations where the host computing device performs 
operations for client devices directly without involvement 
from the service computing device. 
0102 The service computing device 202 may include an 
event logging module 220. The event logging module 220 
may be configured to create and maintain a log of events for 
UI elements to which the service computing device 202 sub 
scribes. For example, the event logging module 220 may 
create a log entry each time the service computing device 202 
receives a notification of an event. In one example, the log 
may be organized such that each client computing device has 
a list of events associated with UI elements associated with 
the client computing device. In another example, the log may 
be organized such that each UI element has a list of events that 
is agnostic to any particular client computing device. This 
type of organization may be useful for tracking interactions 
with a particular UI element across all instances of the UI 
element on different client computing devices. The log may 
track events for different UI elements in order to judge popu 
larity, usage, or other Suitable aspects of the UI elements. 
Such tracking may be applied to refining and developing 
various applications. Further, the log may collectively track 
usage or popularity of a UI element by a plurality of client 
computing devices that may be applied to different applica 
tions, such as polling, voting, or other suitable activities. 
0103) Furthermore, in some cases, a host computing 
device may process a notification and perform an operation 
directly without communicating with the service computing 
device. For example, the host computing device may perform 
an operation directly in order to reduce communications with 
the service computing device. In another example, the host 
computing device may perform an operation directly if the 
host computing device loses a network connection with the 
service computing device. 
0104. The host computing device may include the map 
ping module 216 in order to identify an operation associated 
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with an instance of a UI element identified in a notification of 
an event. In some cases, a version of the map maintained on 
the host computing device may be truncated relative to a 
version of the map maintained on the service computing 
device. For example, the version of the map maintained on the 
host computing device may only include instances of UI 
elements of applications installed on the associated client 
computing device. 
0105. In some implementations, the host computing 
device may include the event logging module 220. The event 
logging module 220 may be configured to locally log events 
associated with UI elements of an associated non-network 
connected client computing device. 
0106 The service computing device and/or the host com 
puting device may be configured to perform any Suitable 
operation for a client computing device. FIGS. 10-12 show 
example scenarios of different operations associated with an 
instance of a UI element being performed responsive to noti 
fication of an event. 
0107 FIG. 10 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command to adjust operation of the client 
computing device 1000. The command may be representative 
of an operation that is associated with a UI element of the 
client computing device 1000. In particular, a client comput 
ing device 1000 includes a touch display that generates a GUI 
1002 presenting a BASEBALL SCORES page of a sports 
application installed on the client computing device 1000. 
The GUI 1002 includes a plurality of UI elements 1004 in the 
form of different teams matched up in different games, as well 
as scores associated with the different teams. Furthermore, 
the GUI 1002 includes an update-scores button 1006. 
0108. The client computing device 1000 may be config 
ured to generate a notification of an event associated with the 
update-scores button 1006 in response to receiving touch 
input that selects the update-scores button 1006. In other 
implementations, the update-scores button 1006 is omitted 
and scores are periodically updated. In still other implemen 
tations, updates are pushed to the client computing device. 
Any Suitable event may trigger an operation associated with 
an instance of a UI element to be performed. 
0109 The notification includes an individualized UI ele 
ment identifier that identifies the instance of the update 
scores button 1006 on the client computing device 1000, or 
otherwise identifies the appropriate trigger, even if it is a 
buttonless trigger. The client computing device 1000 sends 
the notification of the event to the service computing device 
1008 either directly via a wide area network connection, or 
relayed through a network-connected host computing device. 
The service computing device 1008 identifies the update 
scores button 1006 or another trigger based on the individu 
alized UI element identifier and looks up an operation asso 
ciated with the UI element. In this case, the operation includes 
sending to the client computing device 1000 a command to 
adjust operation of the client computing device. In particular, 
the service computing device 1008 sends an update BLOB to 
the client computing device 1000. The update BLOB includes 
updated information to be presented via the UI elements 
corresponding to updated scores in the GUI 1002. 
0110. The service computing device may send any suit 
able updated information or refreshed information to the cli 
ent computing device to be displayed via the UI element 
responsive to an event. For example, if the score of only one 
team has changed since the last update, only that score need 
be included in the update BLOB. In the illustrated example, 
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the score for SEA is the only UI element that has changed. As 
such, the update BLOB includes the UI element identifier for 
the UI element corresponding to the score of SEA and a data 
payload with the number “7” Note that this change is high 
lighted in FIG. 12, but in actuality the highlighting may be 
omitted from the GUI. 

0111 FIG. 11 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command to adjust operation of a host com 
puting device. The command may be representative of an 
operation that is associated with a UI element of the client 
computing device. In particular, a client computing device 
1100 includes a touch display that generates a GUI 1102 
presenting a page of a phone Volume application installed on 
the client computing device 1100. The phone volume appli 
cation may allow a user to adjust a Volume of a Smartphone 
1110 that is acting as a host computing device to the client 
computing device. The GUI 1102 includes a plurality of UI 
elements 1104 in the form of different text labels and a vol 
ume slider 1106. 
0112 The client computing device 1100 may be config 
ured to generate a notification of an event associated with the 
volume slider 1106 in response to receiving touch input that 
adjusts a position of the volume slider 1106. The notification 
includes an individualized UI element identifier that identi 
fies the instance of the volume slider 1106 on the client 
computing device 1100. The client computing device 1100 
may send the notification of the event to the service comput 
ing device 1108 either directly via a wide area network con 
nection, or relayed through a network-connected host com 
puting device (e.g., Smartphone 1110). The service 
computing device 1108 identifies the volume slider 1106 
based on the individualized UI element identifier and looks up 
an operation associated with the UI element. In this case, the 
operation includes sending to the Smartphone 1110 a com 
mand to adjust operation of the Smartphone. In particular, the 
command may instruct the Smartphone to adjust the Volume 
of a speaker on the Smartphone. 
0113. In another example, the client computing device 
1100 is a non-network-connected computing device and the 
Smartphone 1110 acts as a host computing device for the 
client computing device. In this example, the client comput 
ing device 1100 sends a notification of the event to the Smart 
phone 1110. The notification includes a localized UI element 
identifier. The smartphone 1110 identifies the volume slider 
1106 based on the localized UI element identifier, looks up an 
operation associated with the UI element, via a locally-stored 
map, for example. Further, the Smartphone 1110 performs the 
operation to adjust the Volume directly. In some implemen 
tations, the smartphone 1110 may not relay the notification to 
the service computing device as abandwidth saving measure. 
In some implementations, the Smartphone 1110 may relay the 
notification to the service computing device 1108 as part of an 
event logging function. 
0114 FIG. 12 shows an example scenario in which an 
event triggers a command to adjust operation of a network 
connected computing device. The command may be repre 
sentative of an operation that is associated with a UI element 
of the client computing device. In particular, a client comput 
ing device 1200 includes a touch display that generates a GUI 
1202 presenting a TV VIEWERPOLL page of a television 
viewing companion application installed on the client com 
puting device 1200. The GUI 1202 includes a plurality of UI 
elements 1204 in the form of different voting buttons (e.g., 
VOTE A, VOTE B, VOTE C, VOTE D) corresponding to 
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different genres of television programs displayed on a net 
work-connected television 1210. 

0115 The client computing device 1200 may be config 
ured to generate a notification of an event responsive to selec 
tion of one of the voting buttons via touch or other input. In 
this example, the user votes for the action genre by selecting 
a button 1206 via touch input to the client computing device 
1200. The notification includes an individualized UI element 
identifier that identifies the instance of the button 1206 on the 
client computing device 1100. The client computing device 
1200 sends the notification of the event to the service com 
puting device 1208 either directly via a wide area network 
connection, or relayed through a network-connected host 
computing device. The service computing device 1208 iden 
tifies the button 1206 based on the individualized UI element 
identifier and looks up an operation associated with the UI 
element. In this case, the operation includes tracking the event 
in a log of UI element events, via the event logging module 
described above, for example. The log may track how many 
different client computing devices selected the different vot 
ing buttons in the GUI in order to provide polling/voting 
functionality. Further, the service computing device 1208 
may be configured to send the results of the TV VIEWER 
POLL to be displayed on either the client computing device 
1200 or the network-connected television 1210. 

0116. In some implementations, the service computing 
device may be configured to perform an operation for all 
instances of a UI element on different client computing 
devices. For example, the same television viewing compan 
ion application may be installed on a plurality of different 
client computing devices. In one example, as part of manag 
ing the GUI of the plurality of client computing devices, the 
service computing device may send an update BLOB to 
update information displayed via a poll results UI element. In 
particular, the update BLOB may include a localized UI ele 
ment identifier of the poll results UI element to be updated 
and a payload including binary data representative of the poll 
results. In one example, the service computing device may 
broadcast the update BLOB to all client computing devices. If 
the application is installed on a client computing device, then 
the client computing device may update the information dis 
played via the poll result UI element specified by the localized 
UI element identifier. If the application is not installed on a 
client computing device, then the client computing device 
may disregard the update BLOB. 
0117. In another example, an application for controlling 
the network-connected television 1210 may be installed on 
the client computing device 1200, such as a virtual remote 
control application. The virtual remote control application 
may include UI elements that are selectable to adjust opera 
tion of the network-connected television 1210. For example, 
the UI elements may include Volume controls, channel con 
trols, DVR controls, or another suitable television control. 
The client computing device may send to the service comput 
ing device 1208 and/or the network-connected television 
1210 a notification of an event responsive to selection of one 
of these remote-control type UI elements via user input. Fur 
ther, the service computing device 1208 may send a command 
associated with the UI element to the network-connected 
television 1210 to adjust operation of the network-connected 
television. For example, the command may change the chan 
nel, adjust the Volume, record a television show, or perform 
another Suitable action. The client computing device may be 
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used to adjust any suitable parameter of the network-con 
nected television in this manner. 
0118. According to the above described approach, a 
remote computing device (e.g., a service computing device, a 
host computing device, a third-party computing device, or 
another Suitable computing device) may be informed of an 
event that triggers an operation associated with any UI ele 
ment displayed in a GUI of any client computing device to be 
performed merely by the client computing device (oran asso 
ciated host computing device) providing a notification 
including an individualized UI element identifier of the UI 
element. In other words, Such an addressing scheme may 
allow for the client computing device to communicate pro 
cessing requests to the remote computing device in a data 
efficient manner. 
0119. In yet another example approach to increase com 
munication efficiency, the client computing device may be 
configured to communicate with a remote computing device 
over both a wired communication I/O interface and a wireless 
communication I/O interface using the same protocol. In 
general, this protocol may be used with any number of dif 
ferent transport layers (e.g., USB, BT, and BTLE). A packet 
format of the protocol may be exactly the same over all 
transport layers of the different communication I/O inter 
faces. Moreover, the client computing device-side of the pro 
tocol may have a single unified implementation for all trans 
port layers. In one example, the protocol may expose features 
of a client computing device. Such as UI elements, sensor 
signals, and other component information to a remote com 
puting device in the same manner over the plurality of differ 
ent transport layers. Such uniformity may allow for a shared 
library that may be compatible with the different transport 
layers. Accordingly, the shared implementation may reduce a 
memory footprint on the client computing device and may 
increase communication efficiency. 
I0120 In one example, the protocol may be a three-stage 
protocol that includes a command stage, a data stage, and a 
status stage. During the command stage, a command packet 
may be sent from a remote computing device to a client 
computing device. The command packet may specify a com 
mand to be serviced by the client computing device. During 
the data stage, optionally one or more data packets may be 
transferred between the remote computing device and the 
client computing device based on the command specified in 
the command packet. During the status stage, the client com 
puting device may send a status code to the remote computing 
device indicating whether or not the command was success 
fully serviced by the client computing device. 
0121. In one example, the three-stage protocol may be a 
command protocol that includes a plurality of different com 
mands. More particularly, the command protocol may define 
three different command types. A first command type speci 
fies that the remote computing device sends data to the client 
computing device during the data stage. In one example of the 
first command type, a command to set a sensitivity level of a 
backlight of the client computing device may include a 
desired intensity level of the backlight. The desired intensity 
value may be sent from the remote computing device to the 
client computing device during the data stage. 
I0122) A second command type specifies that the remote 
computing device receives data from the client computing 
device during the data stage. In one example of the second 
command type, a command to request the current intensity 
level of the backlight of the client computing device may 
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result in the client computing device sending the current 
intensity level of the backlight to the remote computing 
device. 
0123. A third command type specifies that no data is 
exchanged between the remote computing device and the 
client computing device during the data stage. In one example 
of the third command type, a command to turn on the back 
light may be sent from the remote computing device to the 
client computing device. 
0124. In some implementations, all commands of the 
command protocol may be initiated by the remote computing 
device (e.g., the service computing device or the host com 
puting device). By initiating all commands from the remote 
computing device, the client computing device may be 
allowed to have less processing power and still implement the 
command protocol. 
0.125 FIG. 13 shows an example command packet 1300 
that may be sent from the remote computing device to the 
client computing device during the command stage of the 
three-stage command protocol. The command packet 1300 
may include a command or command identifier 1302, com 
mand arguments 1304, and a memory size 1306. The com 
mand 1302 may be selected from a library of commands 
compatible with the different transport layers of the different 
communication I/O interfaces. In particular, the library of 
commands may be shared by the wired communication I/O 
interface and the wireless communication I/O interface. The 
command arguments 1304 may be selected from a plurality of 
command arguments that can be processed by command han 
dlers of the client computing device to service the command. 
The command arguments may be optionally included in the 
command packet based on the type of command that is 
selected to be processed. The format of the command argu 
ments may be implicitly known between the host computing 
device and the command handler of the client computing 
device that performs the command. The command arguments 
may be used to setup or initialize the client computing device 
before data is sent from the host computing device during the 
data stage to perform the command. The memory size 1306 
may specify a total memory size of data transmitted during 
the data stage of the three-stage command protocol. 
0126. In one example, each command handler on the client 
computing device may be defined by three functions. The first 
function may be an argument setup function that may be 
optionally performed based on the type of command specified 
by the command packet. In particular, this optional function 
may be registered by the command handler to perform setup 
operations on the client computing device when the command 
packet is received. The second function may be a transmit 
function that may be registered and executed when the com 
mand handler services a command in which data is sent from 
the client computing device to the remote computing device. 
The third function may be a receive function that may be 
registered and executed when the command handler services 
a command in which data is received by the client computing 
device from the remote computing device. 
0127 FIGS. 14A-14C show example scenarios of com 
munications between a remote computing device 1400 and a 
client computing device 1402 according to the three-stage 
command protocol. In particular, the three-stage command 
protocol may include a command stage 1404, a data stage 
1406, and a status stage 1408. During the command stage 
1404, a command packet 1410 may be sent from the remote 
computing device 1400 to the client computing device 1402. 
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Based on the type of command specified by the command 
packet 1410, data packet(s) may or may not be sent during the 
data stage 1406. If the command specifies that data packet(s) 
are sent during the data stage 1406, then the command may 
further specify a direction in which the data packet(s) are to be 
sent. In one example, the direction may be implicitly encoded 
in a command identifier. In particular, the data packet(s) are 
either sent from the remote computing device 1400 to the 
client computing device 1402 or the data packet(s) are sent 
from client computing device 1402 to the remote computing 
device 1400 during the data stage. In some implementations, 
the data stage may be configured for one-way communication 
on a per-command basis. 
I0128 FIG. 14A shows an example scenario where a com 
mand specifies that the remote computing device 1400 sends 
a plurality of data packets 1412 to the client computing device 
1402 during the data stage 1406. FIG. 14B shows an example 
scenario where a command specifies that the client comput 
ing device 1402 sends a plurality of data packets 1412 to the 
remote computing device 1400. FIG. 14C shows an example 
scenario where a command specifies that no data packets are 
transmitted between the remote computing device 1400 and 
the client computing device 1402 during the data stage 1406. 
Any suitable number of data packets may be sent or received 
during the data stage 1406. 
I0129. In some implementations, the data stage 1406 may 
be optimized for efficient, high-bandwidth communication. 
In one example, the plurality of data packets 1406 may be 
configured without any special headers or flags in order to 
reduce an amount of data transmitted between devices. 
0.130. In another example, a size of the data packets 1406 
may be dynamically selected to correspond to a maximum 
transmission unit (MTU) of the communication I/O interface 
through which the data packets are being sent. In particular, if 
the data packets are sent via the wired communication I/O 
interface then the packets may be sized according to an MTU 
of the wired communication I/O interface. If the data packets 
are sent via a wireless communication I/O interface, then the 
data packets may be sized according to an MTU of the wire 
less communication I/O interface. Note that the different 
communication I/O interfaces each may have different 
MTUS 

I0131. As discussed above, in some implementations, a 
client computing device may include a shared buffer, Such as 
the shared buffer 66 shown in FIG. 1B. The shared buffer may 
be a storage machine configured to hold machine-readable 
data packets either sent via the wired communication I/O 
interface or sent via the wireless communication I/O inter 
face. In other words, the shared buffer may act as a cue for 
outgoing data packets sent during the data stage 1306. In 
Some implementations, any particular command may be 
served over only one transport protocol at a time (e.g., when 
a command is running over USB, commands on BT/BTLE 
are blocked). Once a command is sent, then a next command 
may be processed. In one example, each transport layer may 
Support one blocked command, and the blocked commands of 
the transport layers may be stored in the shared buffer. 
0.132. In one example, the shared buffer may have a size 
corresponding to a largest MTU of an MTU of the wired 
communication I/O interface and the MTU of the wireless 
communication I/O interface. In cases where there is a plu 
rality of different wireless and/or wired communication I/O 
interfaces having different MTUs, the shared buffer may be 
sized according to the largest MTU of the plurality of differ 
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ent MTUs. Accordingly, the shared buffer may be designed to 
facilitate operation in the same manner for communication 
over different communication I/O interfaces. 
0133. During the status stage 1408, the client computing 
device 1402 may send a status code 1414 to the remote 
computing device. The status code 1414 may indicate 
whether or not the command was successfully serviced by a 
command handler. In one example, every command in the 
command protocol may finish with the status code 1414 being 
sent to the remote computing device. In some implementa 
tions, if the command was not successfully serviced by the 
client computing device 1402, then the status code 1414 may 
indicate a type of error that occurred while servicing the 
command. In one example, if an error is reported in the 
middle of a data stage over USB, then the error may be 
indicated by stalling a USB pipe on which the data transfer 
was taking place. In another example, if an erroris reported in 
the middle of a data stage over BT/BTLE, then the error may 
be indicated by disconnecting a socket connection on which 
the data was being transferred. If an error occurs during a last 
portion of the data stage or directly before the status stage, 
then the error may be indicated by sending an error status 
message. 
0134. By increasing communication efficiency according 

to the above described approaches, the local resource restric 
tions of a client computing device may be hidden. 
0135 FIG. 15 shows an example method 1500 for man 
aging presentation of a GUI displayable by a client comput 
ing device. For example, the method 1500 may be performed 
by a client computing device, such as client computing 
devices A-N shown in FIG. 2. 
0136. At 1502, the method 1500 may include receiving a 
UI layout file that defines a visual layout of a GUI. The UI 
layout file may include a plurality of UI elements. Each UI 
element may include a UI element identifier and a UI element 
descriptor. The UI element identifier may distinguish the UI 
element from every other UI element in the UI layout file. The 
UI element descriptor may define attributes of information 
displayed via the UI element. For example, the attributes may 
include one or more of an UI element type, a memory size, a 
position, a color, a number of child UI elements, and/or other 
suitable attributes. 
0.137 In some implementations, the UI layout file may 
have a flattened tree structure in which the plurality of UI 
elements are ordered in the UI layout file according to parent 
child relationships. In some implementations, the UI layout 
file may include a page header that indicates a version of the 
UI layout file, a number of immediate children of a root UI 
element, and a total number of UI elements in the UI layout 
file. In some implementations, the UI layout file may have a 
binary machine-readable format. 
0.138. The UI layout file may be received via a digital 
communication channel. In some cases, the UI layout file 
may be received from a service computing device over a wide 
area network connection. In some cases, the client computing 
device may not directly communicate with a service comput 
ing device via a wide area network connection. Instead, the 
computing device may be configured to communicate with a 
host computing device via a first local area network connec 
tion. Further, the host computing device may be configured to 
communicate with the service computing device via a second 
wide area network connection. The service computing device 
may be configured to send the UI layout file to the host 
computing device, and the host computing device may be 
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configured to relay the UI layout file to the client computing 
device such that the UI layout file may be received from the 
host computing device. In other words, the UI layout file may 
be received from the service computing device via a host 
computing device relay. 
(0.139. At 1504, the method 1500 may include presenting 
via a display of the client computing device the GUI accord 
ing to the UI layout file. 
0140. At 1506, the method 1500 may include receiving an 
update BLOB. The update BLOB may specify one or more UI 
elements in the UI layout file to be changed. The update 
BLOB may include for each UI element to be changed, the UI 
element identifier of the UI element and an update payload 
including updated information to be displayed via the UI 
element. 

0.141. In some cases, the update BLOB may be received 
from the service computing device. In some cases, the update 
BLOB may be received from the host computing device. In 
some implementations, the update BLOB may have a binary 
machine-readable format. 

0142. At 1508, the method 1500 may include for each UI 
element specified by the update BLOB, determining the 
attributes of the UI element from the UI layout file based on 
the UI element identifier of the UI element. 

0.143 At 1510, the method 1500 may include changing via 
the display the GUI according to the update BLOB. 
014.4 FIG.16 shows an example method 1600 for provid 
ing Subscription-based data to a plurality of client computing 
devices to manage presentation of a GUI displayable by the 
plurality of client computing devices. For example, the 
method 1600 may be performed by a service computing 
device or a host computing device. Such as service computing 
device 202 or host computing devices A and B shown in FIG. 
2 

0145 At 1602, the method 1600 may include providing a 
Subscription to a plurality of Subscribing computing devices 
for a UI layout file. 
0146 The UI layout file may define a visual layout of a 
GUI displayable by each of the plurality of computing 
devices. The UI layout file may include a plurality of UI 
elements. Each UI element may include a UI element identi 
fier and a UI element descriptor. The UI element identifier 
may distinguish the UI element from every other UI element 
in the UI layout file. The UI element descriptor may define 
attributes of information displayed via the UI element. In 
Some implementations, the UI layout file may have a binary 
machine-readable format. 

0.147. At 1604, the method 1600 may include sending the 
UI layout file to the plurality of subscribing computing 
devices to display the GUI according to the UI layout file. 
0.148. At 1606, the method 1600 may include generating 
an update BLOB specifying one or more UI elements in the 
UI layout file to be changed. The update BLOB may include 
for each UI element to be changed, the UI element identifier 
of the UI element and an update payload including updated 
information to be displayed via the UI element. 
0149. In some implementations, the update information 
included in the updated BLOB may be generated by the 
service computing device. In other implementations, the 
updated information may be received from another source. 
Accordingly, at 1608, the method 1600 optionally may 
include receiving from a third-party computing device infor 
mation having a human-readable format. 
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0150. At 1610, the method 1600 optionally may include 
performing a transform of the information having the human 
readable format to generate the updated information having a 
binary machine-readable format. The updated information 
may be included in update BLOB. 
0151. At 1612, the method 1600 may include sending the 
update BLOB to the plurality of subscribing computing 
devices to change the GUI according to the update BLOB. In 
some implementations, the update BLOB has a binary 
machine-readable format. In some cases, the UI layout file 
and the update BLOB may be sent to a Subscribing computing 
device over a wide area network connection. In other cases, 
the UI layout file may be sent to a subscribing computing 
device via a host computing device relay. 
0152 FIG. 17 shows an example method 1700 for 
remotely providing resources to a client computing device 
responsive to receiving notification of an event associated 
with a UI element of the client computing device. For 
example, the method 1700 may be performed by a service 
computing device or a host computing device. 
0153. At 1702, the method 1700 may include receiving a 
notification of an event. The notification may include an 
individualized UI element identifier that distinguishes an 
instance of a UI element from every other instance of any UI 
element. The individualized UI element identifier may 
include a device identifier, an application identifier, a page 
index, and a UI element label. The device identifier may 
distinguish a client computing device from every other com 
puting device. The application identifier may distinguish an 
application from every other application. The page index may 
distinguish a page on which the instance of the UI element is 
located from every other page included in the application. The 
UI element label may distinguish the UI element from every 
other UI element included in the page. 
0154 Any suitable event may trigger a notification to be 
sent to the remote computing device. In one example, the 
event may include an instance of a UI element being selected 
or otherwise interacted with via user input to the client com 
puting device. In another example, the event may be triggered 
by another operation of the client computing device. In yet 
another example, the event may be triggered repeatedly, Such 
as periodically. 
0155. At 1704, the method 1700 may include identifying 
the instance of the UI element based on the individualized UI 
element identifier included in the notification of the event. 

0156. At 1706, the method 1700 may include in response 
to identifying the instance of the UI element, performing an 
operation associated with the instance of the UI element. In 
one example, each individualized UI element identifier may 
be mapped to one or more operations, and the operation may 
be identified by performing a look up of a map. The operation 
may include any suitable type of operation. In one example, at 
1708, the method 1700 may include sending to the host com 
puting device a command to adjust operation of the host 
computing device. In another example, at 1710, the method 
1700 may include sending to a network-connected computing 
device different than the host computing device a command to 
adjust operation of the network-connected computing device. 
In yet another example, at 1712, the method 1700 may 
include sending to the host computing device a command to 
adjust operation of the client computing device. In this case, 
the host computing device may be configured to forward the 
command to the client computing device. 
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(O157 FIG. 18 shows an example method 1800 for effi 
ciently relaying a communication between a client computing 
device and a service computing device. For example, the 
method 1800 may be performed by a host computing device 
that may be paired with a client computing device. Such as the 
host computing devices A and B shown in FIG. 2. 
0158. At 1802, the method 1802 may include receiving a 
notification of an event from a client computing device. The 
notification may include a localized UI element identifier that 
distinguishes an instance of a UI element from every other 
instance of every UI element displayable in any application of 
the client computing device. The localized UI element iden 
tifier may include an application identifier, a page index, and 
a UI element label. The application identifier may distinguish 
an application from every other application. The page index 
may distinguish a page on which the instance of the UI ele 
ment is located from every other page included in the appli 
cation. The UI element label may distinguish the UI element 
from every other UI element included in the page. The noti 
fication of the event may be received via a digital communi 
cation channel. The digital communication channel may be 
wired or wireless. The digital communication channel may 
take any Suitable form of communication channel to transfer 
machine-readable data. 
0159. At 1804, the method 1800 may include adding a 
device identifier onto the localized UI element identifier to 
generate an individualized UI element identifier. The device 
identifier may distinguish the client computing device from 
every other computing device. 
0160. At 1806, the method 1800 may including relaying 
the notification including the individualized UI element iden 
tifier to a service computing device. 
0.161. Depending on a type of operation associated with 
the instance of the UI element, the service computing device 
may send a command to either the host computing device or 
the client computing device. Accordingly, at 1808, the 
method 1800 optionally may include in response to relaying 
the notification to the service computing device, receiving 
from the service computing device a command to adjust 
operation of the computing device, the operation being asso 
ciated with the instance of the UI element. In other cases, the 
service computing device may send a command to a different 
network-connected device. In yet other cases, the service 
computing device may performan operation without sending 
a command to another computing device. 
(0162. At 1810, the method 1800 optionally may include 
determining whether the command is directed at the host 
computing device or the command is directed at the client 
computing device. If the command is directed at the host 
computing device, the method 1800 may move to 1812. Oth 
erwise, the method 1800 may move to 1814. 
(0163 At 1812, the method 1800 optionally may include 
adjusting operation of the computing device according to the 
command. 
0164. At 1814, the method 1800 optionally may include 
relaying the command to the client computing device. 
(0165 FIG. 19 shows an example method 1900 for com 
municating with a remote computing device over different 
communication I/O interfaces using the same three-stage pro 
tocol. For example, the method may be performed by a client 
computing device, such as the client computing devices A-N 
shown in FIG. 2. 

(0166. At 1902, the method 1900 may include communi 
cating with a remote computing device via both a wired 
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communication I/O interface and a wireless communication 
I/O interface using the same three-stage protocol. The three 
stage protocol may include a command stage, a data stage, 
and a status stage. 
(0167. At 1904, the method 1900 may include receiving a 
command packet from the host computing device during the 
command stage. The command packet may include a com 
mand, command arguments, and a memory size. The com 
mand may be selected from a library of commands shared by 
the wired communication I/O interface and the wireless com 
munication I/O interface. The command arguments may be 
selected from a plurality of command arguments processed 
by command handlers of the computing device to service the 
command. The memory size may specify a total memory size 
of data transmitted during the data stage. 
(0168. At 1906, the method 1900 may include determining 
whether the command included in the command packet speci 
fies sending data from the client computing device during the 
data stage, receiving data at the client device during the data 
stage, or transmitting no data during the data stage. If the 
command specifies sending data from the client computing 
device during the data stage, then the method moves to 1908. 
Else if the command specifies receiving data at the client 
computing device during the data stage, the method 1900 
moves to 1910. Otherwise, the method 1900 moves to 1912. 
(0169. At 1908, the method 1900 may include sending one 
or more data packets to the remote computing device during 
the data stage. 
(0170 At 1910, the method 1900 may include receiving 
one or more data packets from the remote computing device 
during the data stage. 
(0171 At 1912, the method 1900 may include sending a 
status code to the host computing device during the status 
stage. The status code may indicate whether or not the com 
mand was successfully serviced by a command handler. In 
Some implementations, if the command was not successfully 
serviced by the wearable device, then the status code may 
indicate a type of error that occurred while servicing the 
command. 
0172 In some implementations, a first command packet 
may be received via the wired I/O interface. As such, first one 
or more data packets may be sent or received as specified by 
the command from the first command packet. Since the first 
command packet was received via the wired I/O interface, the 
first one or more data packets may also be sent or received via 
the wired I/O interface. Further, a second command packet 
may be received via the wireless I/O interface. As such, sec 
ond one or more data packets may be sent or received as 
specified by the command from the second command packet. 
Since the second command packet was received via the wire 
less I/O interface, the second one or more data packets may 
also be sent or received via the wireless I/O interface. 
0173 Some computing devices may implement a pub 
lisher/subscriber-based approach in which a subscriber mod 
ule subscribes to a publisher module or other data source. In 
Such an approach, when the data source publishes data, the 
data source notifies the subscriber module (and every other 
module subscribing to the data source) of the published data. 
0.174. A limitation of this approach is that a publishing 
data source is relied upon to actively notify a subscriber 
module when data is published. When running within the 
confines of a single computing device, such a limitation is not 
a concern. However, if a data source is located on a different 
computing device than a Subscriber module, then notification 
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issues can arise. For example, in some cases, bandwidth 
restrictions may delay published data or other information 
from being sent/received in a timely manner. As another 
example, duplicate requests for the same published data by 
different Subscribing modules may cause the same informa 
tion to be transmitted between devices repeatedly, which 
consumes power. In still another example, a data source may 
be located on a client computing device and a Subscribing 
module may be located on a host computing device that 
mediates communication with the client computing device. In 
other words, the host computing device may initiate all com 
munication between the client computing device and the host 
computing device. For example, the client computing device 
may only send data to the host computing device responsive 
to receiving a request from the host computing device. In Such 
an example, the client computing device may have no mecha 
nism by which to inform Subscribers on the host computing 
device that new data is available. 
0.175. Accordingly, in some implementations, an 
approach may be implemented that completely hides from 
Subscribers that a data source is located on a remote comput 
ing device. Moreover Such an approach may enable a “push' 
communication model for communication protocols that do 
not independently enable push communication, Such as a 
host-mediated communication implementation. 
0176 FIG. 20 shows an example host computing device 
2000 in communication with a client computing device 2002. 
The host computing device 2000 and the client computing 
device 2002 may take any suitable form. In one particular 
example, the host computing device 2000 is a Smartphone and 
the client computing device 2002 is a wearable computing 
device. 
0177. The client computing device 2002 includes a plural 
ity of data sources 2004. Each of the plurality of data sources 
2004 may be configured to publish data. A data source may 
publish any suitable type of data in any suitable manner at any 
Suitable rate. In some cases, a data source may publish data 
within a designated period and/or according to a designated 
schedule. In some cases, a data source may publish data 
responsive to a trigger or condition. 
0178. In one example, a data source may include a sensor 
that measures a physical parameter. In one particular example 
where the client computing device 2002 is a wearable com 
puting device, a data source may include a sensor that mea 
Sures a physical parameter of a wearer of the wearable com 
puting device. In another example, a data source may include 
a module that outputs data derived from input data received 
from another intermediate module or a sensor. The client 
computing device 2002 may include any suitable number 
and/or type of data sources. 
0179 The client computing device 2002 may include a 
remote Subscription manager 2006 configured to manage data 
published by the plurality of data sources 2004, as well as 
configured to manage Subscriptions to the published data 
provided by the plurality of data sources 2004. For example, 
the remote subscription manager 2006 may be configured to 
establish a subscription to each of the plurality of data sources 
2004. Accordingly, when a data source of the plurality of data 
sources 2004 publishes data, the remote subscription man 
ager 2006 may receive that data through the subscription to 
the data source. 
0180. The remote subscription manager 2006 may include 
a subscription buffer 2008 configured to store published data 
provided by the plurality of data sources 2004. The subscrip 
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tion buffer 2008 may be a physical storage machine config 
ured to store published data (e.g., data packets) in preparation 
for distribution to modules that subscribe to the published 
data. The subscription buffer 2008 may include a plurality of 
data slots 2010 to store published data. In the depicted 
example, the subscription buffer 2008 includes a data slot 
corresponding to each Subscription. Such a configuration 
may allow for only a most recent version of published data 
provided by a data source to be stored in the subscription 
buffer. Such an implementation may be suitable for client 
computing devices having limited storage resources. In 
another example, the subscription buffer 2008 may include a 
plurality of data slots corresponding to each Subscription in 
order to store a plurality of versions of published data pro 
vided by a data source. 
0181. In some implementations, each data source may be 
identified by an individualized data source identifier 2012. In 
the depicted example, the plurality of data slots 2010 of the 
subscription buffer 2008 may be organized according to the 
data source identifiers of the data sources to which a subscrip 
tion has been established. In other words, the data source 
identifier may be used to address a corresponding data slot in 
the subscription buffer 2008. A data payload 2014 of pub 
lished data may be stored in each of the plurality of data slots 
2010. 

0182. In some implementations, communication between 
the client computing device 2002 and the host computing 
device 2000 may be mediated by the host computing device 
2000. In other words, the client computing device 2002 can 
only send published data to the host computing device 2000 
responsive to receiving a request from the host computing 
device 2000. In such implementations, there may be occa 
sions where a data source publishes multiple versions of data 
in between receiving requests from the host computing device 
2000. Accordingly, in Some such implementations, a missed 
sample count 2016 corresponding to each data Source may be 
stored in the subscription buffer 2008. The missed sample 
count 2016 may indicate a number of times the data source 
has published data since a last read request was received from 
the host computing device 2000. For example, if new data is 
published from a data source before the host device has 
requested a data read, then the missed sample count 2016 may 
be incremented for each data source that has unread data that 
has not been previously sent to the host computing device 
2000. The missed sample count 2016 may be sent to the host 
computing device 2000 and may be used by the host comput 
ing device 2000 to adjust a frequency at which requests for 
published data are sent to the client computing device 2002. 
0183 The host computing device 2000 includes a plurality 
of modules 2018 that subscribe to published data and/or a data 
source that provides the published data. A module may sub 
scribe to any suitable type of published data and/or any suit 
able type of data source, including data Sources located on the 
host computing device 2000 and/or data sources located on 
the client computing device 2002. A module may have a 
plurality of subscriptions to different types of published data 
provided by different data sources. Multiple modules may 
subscribe to the same type of published data and/or the same 
data source. 
0184 The host computing device 2000 may include a 
remote Subscription dispatcher 2020 configured to manage 
subscriptions and distribute published data locally to the plu 
rality of modules 2018 of the host computing device 2000. In 
Some cases, the remote Subscription dispatcher 2020 may act 
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as a local data publisher that is a proxy for data sources of the 
client computing device 2002 that provide published data. 
0185. The remote subscription dispatcher 2020 includes a 
subscription list 2022 of modules that subscribe to published 
data and/or data sources that provide the published data. The 
remote subscription dispatcher 2020 may refer to the sub 
scription list 2022 when published data is received from the 
remote subscription manager 2006 in order to distribute the 
published data to the appropriate modules of the host com 
puting device 2000 that subscribe to receive the published 
data. In one example, the Subscription list 2022 may be orga 
nized according to data source identifiers 2012 of data 
sources to which subscriptions have been established. For 
example, when the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
receives a request from a module to Subscribe to a data source, 
the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 may check the sub 
scription list 2022 to see ifa subscription has been established 
for that data source. If no previous subscription has been 
established, then the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
adds a new entry for the data source into the subscription list 
2022. Otherwise, if a subscription has been previously estab 
lished for the data source, then the remote subscription dis 
patcher 2020 adds the module to a list of modules that sub 
scribe to receive published data provided by the data source. 
0186 The subscription list 2022 may be organized in this 
manner in order to prevent redundant requests for the same 
published data to be sent from the host computing device 
2000 to the client computing device 2002. Accordingly, data 
transmitted between the host computing device 2000 and the 
client computing device 2002 may be reduced. In another 
example, each Subscription request received from a module 
may beforwarded by the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
to the remote subscription manager 2006 of the client com 
puting device 2002. 
0187. In some implementations, a module may send a 
Subscription request that includes a data source identifier 
2012 to the remote subscription dispatcher 2020. In other 
implementations, a module may send a Subscription request 
that does not include a data source identifier 2012 to the 
remote subscription dispatcher 2020. For example, the 
request may merely identify a type of data that the module 
desires to receive. In Such implementations, the remote Sub 
scription dispatcher 2020 may add the data source identifier 
2012 to the Subscription request via a proxy function. Using 
Such a proxy function provides transparency to the modules 
that allows the Subscription requests to be made in the same 
manner regardless of whether a data source is located locally 
on the host computing device 2000 or remotely on the client 
computing device 2002. 
0188 Furthermore, the remote subscription dispatcher 
2020 may be configured to manage communication with the 
remote subscription manager 2006 of the client computing 
device 2002. In particular, the remote subscription dispatcher 
2020 may be configured to periodically send a read request to 
the client computing device 2002. Any suitable periodic inter 
Val may be employed. In one example, the read request is for 
all remote published data stored in the subscription buffer 
2008. In this case, the read request may be a single command 
which has no awareness itself of what data is to be read. In 
another example, the read request may target published data 
from specific data sources, and the read request may include 
specific data source identifiers that correspond to published 
data that the remote Subscription dispatcher desires to 
receive. 
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0189 In response to receiving a read request from the 
remote subscription dispatcher 2020, the remote subscription 
manager 2006 may be configured to send all published data 
stored in the subscription buffer 2008 to the remote subscrip 
tion dispatcher 2020. The published data may be grouped for 
transmission in any suitable manner. In one example, the 
remote subscription manager 2006 may send a plurality of 
data packets of published data. Each data packet correspond 
ing to a data source may include a data payload of published 
data 2014 that is wrapped in a header that indicates the data 
source identifier 2012 of the data source that provided the 
published data. Further, each data packet optionally may 
include the missed sample count 2016. For example, the 
missed sample count 2016 may be omitted in implementa 
tions where communication is not host-mediated. 
0190. The client computing device 2002 may send the 
published data to the host computing device 2000 in any 
Suitable manner. For example, the plurality of data packets 
may be sent over a wired communication I/O interface and/or 
a wireless communication I/O interface. The same commu 
nication protocol may be used for both wired and wireless 
communication. In one example, the communication proto 
col may include a host-mediated transport layer protocol in 
which only the host computing device 2000 initiates commu 
nication between the client computing device 20002 and the 
host computing device 2000. 
0191 In response to receiving the plurality of data packets 
from the remote subscription manager 2006, the remote sub 
scription dispatcher 2020 may store the published data in a 
published data buffer 2024. The published data buffer 2024 
may be a physical storage machine configured to store pub 
lished data for distribution to subscribing modules of the host 
computing device 2000. Further, the remote subscription dis 
patcher 2020 may be configured to identify a data source 
identifier in each data packet received from the remote sub 
scription manager 2006. The data source identifier may iden 
tify a data source that provided the published data included in 
the data packet. For example, the data source identifier may 
be located in a header of the data packet. Further, the remote 
subscription dispatcher 2020 may be configured to lookup, in 
the subscription list 2022, modules that subscribe to receive 
published data from the data source corresponding to the 
identified data source identifier, and distribute the data packet 
to those modules. 
0.192 In some implementations, the remote subscription 
dispatcher 2020 may be configured to remove the data source 
identifier 2012 and the missed sample count 2016 from a data 
packet before sending the data packet to a subscribing mod 
ule. In other words, the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
may be configured to send just the data payload 2014 of 
published data to the Subscribing module. In such implemen 
tations, data packets received through remote Subscriptions 
may appear the same as data packets provided through local 
subscriptions from a point of view of the subscribing module. 
0193 Due to the nature of sending read requests periodi 
cally (also referred to as polling for published data), if the 
polling interval is too low, published data samples will be 
missed (as indicated by the missed samples count). Accord 
ingly, intelligent schemes for determining a sampling rate or 
adjusting the periodic interval may be employed to increase a 
likelihood of receiving all published data. In one example, a 
read request frequency may be set at twice a frequency of a 
data source that publishes data most frequently. As Subscrip 
tions are activated on the client computing device 2002 that 
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each publish at differing periodic rates, the remote subscrip 
tion dispatcher 2020 may be configured to dynamically adjust 
a rate at which the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 sends 
a read request. For example, the rate may be dynamically 
adjusted to comply with a most frequently publishing data 
source. As such, the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 may 
not send a read request any more than necessary, which can 
save on bandwidth, processing, and/or power resources. 
0194 In some implementations, the sampling rate may be 
dynamically changed based on the missed sample count of a 
data source. For example, if the missed sample count of a data 
Source is less than a threshold value, then the sampling rate 
may be sufficient to catch enough of the data being published. 
AS Such, the sampling rate may be dynamically lowered until 
the missed sample count reaches the threshold value in order 
to reduce an amount of data transmitted between the host 
computing device 2000 and the client computing device 
2002. On the other hand, if the missed sample count of the 
data source is greater than the threshold value, then the sam 
pling rate may be dynamically increased until the missed 
sample count is less than the threshold value in order to catch 
a suitable amount of data being published by the data source. 
(0195 FIG. 21 shows an example method 2100 for provid 
ing published data produced by data sources of a client com 
puting device to a host computing device in accordance with 
a plurality of subscriptions. For example, the method 2100 
may be performed by a remote subscription manager, such as 
the remote subscription manager 2006 of the client comput 
ing device 2002 shown in FIG. 20. In one particular example, 
the remote subscription manager 2006 is located on a wear 
able computing device including data Sources that publish 
data that is subscribed to by modules located on a smart 
phone. The remote subscription manager 2006 communi 
cates with the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 of the 
Smartphone to simulate a push communication protocol that 
allows data published by the data sources of the wearable 
computing device to be received by Subscribing modules of 
the smartphone. In another example, the method 2100 may be 
performed by the wearable computing device 10 shown in 
FIGS. 1A and 1B, one of the plurality of client computing 
devices 204 shown in FIG. 2, the client computing device 300 
shown in FIG. 3, the client computing device 1402 shown in 
FIGS. 13 and 14, or the computing system 2900 shown in 
FIG. 29. In any case, the computing device that performs the 
method 2100 may act as a client computing device. 
(0196. At 2102, the method 2100 optionally may include 
receiving, from a remote subscription dispatcher of a host 
computing device, a plurality of Subscription requests. Each 
Subscription request may include a data source identifier that 
identifies a data source of the client computing device. 
(0197). At 2104, the method 2100 may include establishing 
a plurality of subscriptions to receive data published by a 
plurality of data sources of the client computing device. Each 
Subscription may correspond to a different data source. 
0.198. In some implementations, the plurality of subscrip 
tions may be established responsive to receiving the plurality 
of Subscription requests from the remote Subscription dis 
patcher of a host computing device. In other implementations, 
the plurality of subscriptions may be established responsive 
to receiving a plurality of Subscription requests from another 
Source. Such as a remote service computing system. In some 
cases, such requests may be relayed by the host computing 
device 2000. In some implementations, the client computing 
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device may establish the plurality of subscriptions without 
receiving any Subscription requests. 
0199 Further, in some implementations where the client 
computing device comprises a wired communication I/O 
interface configured to communicate with the host computing 
device and a wireless communication I/O interface config 
ured to communicate with the host computing device, the 
method may include communicating with the host computing 
device via both the wired communication I/O interface and 
the wireless communication I/O interface. In one example, 
communicating may include using a host-mediated transport 
layer protocol in which only the remote computing device 
initiates communication between the client computing device 
and the host computing device. In other words, because the 
host computing device initiates all communication between 
the host computing device and the client computing device, 
the plurality of subscriptions may be established to increase a 
likelihood that published data is available to be sent to the host 
computing device, when the host computing device initiates 
communication with the client computing device. 
(0200. At 2106, the method 2100 may include receiving 
published data from a data Source of the client computing 
device via a subscription. 
0201 At 2108, the method 2100 may include storing the 
published data in a subscription buffer. For example, the 
Subscription buffer may be a storage machine configured to 
store published data provided by data sources of the client 
computing device. In some implementations, any time a data 
source to which a subscription has been established publishes 
data, that published data may be stored in the subscription 
buffer. 
0202 In some implementations, the subscription buffer 
may include a data slot corresponding to each Subscription 
that has been established. The data slot may be configured to 
store only one instance of published data provided by a data 
Source. As such, if a data source provides a new instance of 
published data, then the new instance may replace the older 
instance of the published data in the data slot. The subscrip 
tion buffer may be configured in Such a manner in order to 
limit storage resources dedicated to storing published data. 
Such a configuration may be desirable in an implementation 
of the client computing device that has limited Storage 
resources, such as a wearable computing device. In Such 
implementations, at 2110, the method 2100 may include, in 
response to receiving published data from a data source via a 
Subscription, storing the published data in the data slot cor 
responding to the Subscription. In other implementations, the 
subscription buffer may include a plurality of data slots cor 
responding to each Subscription, and a plurality of instances 
of published data provided by a data source may be stored in 
the plurality of data slots. 
0203 At 2112, the method 2100 may include receiving, 
from the remote subscription dispatcher of the host comput 
ing device, a read request. In some implementations, the read 
request may be a request for all published data stored as a 
result of Subscriptions by the remote Subscription manager. In 
Some implementations, the read request may be a single com 
mand that has no awareness itself of what data is to be read. 
Such a configuration may reduce an amount of data transmit 
ted between the host computing device and the client com 
puting device, which may be desirable in implementations 
where a communication link between the host computing 
device and the client computing device has limited transmis 
sion bandwidth. In some implementations, the read request 
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may be received from the host computing device on a periodic 
interval. In some implementations, the read request may be a 
targeted read request that includes a data source identifier of 
a data source, and the targeted read request may be a request 
for published data provided by the data source. 
0204 At 2114, the method 2100 may include, in response 
to receiving the read request from the remote subscription 
dispatcher of the host computing device, sending to the host 
computing device one or more data packets including pub 
lished data stored in the subscription buffer. In some imple 
mentations, published data provided by all data sources to 
which a Subscription has been established is sent in response 
to receiving the read request. In one example, only a most 
recently published version of published data provided by each 
data source is sent to the host computing device. In another 
example, all versions of published data provided by each data 
source that are stored in the subscription buffer are sent to the 
host computing device. For example, the data packets may 
include published data stored in the data slots corresponding 
to the plurality of Subscriptions. In other implementations, 
only published data stored in the subscription buffer and 
provided from a data source identified in the read request may 
be sent to the host computing device. 
0205. In some implementations, each data packet may 
include a data Source identifier that identifies a data source 
that provided the published data included in the data packet. 
In some implementations, each data packet may include a 
missed sample count indicating a number of times a data 
source has published data since a last read request was 
received from the remote subscription dispatcher of the host 
computing device. 
(0206 FIGS. 22 and 23 show an example method 2200 for 
distributing published data provided by data sources of a 
client computing device to modules of a host computing 
device in accordance with Subscriptions. For example, the 
method 2100 may be performed by a remote subscription 
dispatcher, such as the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
of the host computing device 2000 shown in FIG. 20. In one 
particular example, the remote subscription dispatcher 2020 
is located on a smartphone with modules that subscribe to 
data sources located on a wearable computing device. The 
remote subscription dispatcher 2020 communicates with the 
remote subscription manager 2006 of the wearable comput 
ing device to simulate a push communication protocol that 
allows data published by the data sources of the wearable 
computing device to be received by Subscribing modules of 
the smartphone. In another example, the method 2200 may be 
performed by HOST COMPUTING DEVICE A shown in 
FIG.2, remote computing device 1400 shown in FIGS. 13 and 
14, or the computing system 2900 shown in FIG. 29. In any 
case, the computing device that performs the method 2100 
acts as a host computing device. 
0207. At 2202, the method 2200 may include receiving, 
from a plurality of modules of the host computing device, a 
plurality of subscription requests to receive published data. In 
Some cases, two or more of the plurality of modules may 
request Subscriptions to receive the same published data from 
the same data source. 

0208. In some implementations, the requests to receive 
published data may include a data source identifier that 
explicitly identifies a data source that provides the published 
data. In other words, the modules may pass the data source 
identifier to the remote subscription dispatcher. 
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0209. In other implementations, the requests to receive 
published data may not identify a particular data source to 
provide the published data. In such implementations, at 2204. 
the method 2200 optionally may include, for each subscrip 
tion request received from the plurality of modules, identify 
ing a data source of the client computing device that provides 
the published data indicated by the subscription request. Fur 
ther, at 2206 the method 2200 optionally may include for each 
Subscription request, adding a data source identifier that iden 
tifies the data source to the Subscription request. In Such 
implementations, the remote Subscription dispatcher may 
provide proxy functionality for the module to allow the 
requested Subscriptions to be satisfied. 
0210. At 2208, the method 2200 may include establishing, 
for each data source identifier, a list of modules that subscribe 
to receive published data provided by a corresponding data 
Source based on the plurality of Subscription requests. The 
various lists may be used to distribute published data pro 
vided by each data source to the appropriate Subscribing 
modules. 
0211. At 2210, the method 2200 may include sending, to 
the remote subscription manager of the client computing 
device, a plurality of Subscription requests to receive pub 
lished data from data sources of the client computing device. 
Each Subscription request may correspond to a different data 
SOUC. 

0212. In some implementations, the remote subscription 
dispatcher may compare the received Subscription requests to 
identify redundant requests for the same data received from 
different modules. Accordingly, at 2212, the method 2200 
optionally may include sending, to the remote subscription 
manager of the client computing device, for each data source, 
a single Subscription request to receive published data pro 
vided by the data source. 
0213. At 2214, the method 2200 may include sending, to 
the remote subscription manager of the client computing 
device, a read request for data published by data sources of the 
client computing device to which the plurality of Subscrip 
tions were requested. In some implementations, the read 
request may be a request for all published data stored as a 
result of Subscriptions by the remote Subscription manager. In 
Some implementations, the read request may be a single com 
mand that has no awareness itself of what data is to be read. In 
other implementations, the read request may be a targeted 
read request that includes a data source identifier of a data 
Source, and the targeted read request may be a request for 
published data provided by the data source. 
0214. In some implementations, the read request may be 
periodically sent to the remote subscription manager of the 
client computing device. Any suitable periodic interval may 
be employed. In some implementations, the periodic interval 
may be predetermined. In other implementations, the peri 
odic interval may be dynamically adjusted. 
0215. At 2216, the method 2200 may include receiving, 
from the remote subscription manager of the client comput 
ing device, one or more data packets including data published 
by data Sources of the client computing device in accordance 
with the plurality of Subscription requests. In some imple 
mentations, the one or more data packets may include pub 
lished data from each data source to which a subscription has 
been established. In one example, the published data may be 
a most recent instance of the published data provided by a 
data source. In another example, the published data may be all 
instances of published data provided by a data source. In 
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Some implementations, the one or more packets may include 
any published data stored in the subscription buffer of the 
client computing device. 
0216. In some implementations, each of the one or more 
data packets may include a data source identifier identifying 
a data source that provided the published data included in the 
data packet. In such implementations, at 2218, the method 
2200 optionally may include, for each of the one or more data 
packets, removing the data source identifier from the data 
packet prior to sending the data packet to the modules. 
0217. In some implementations, each of the one or more 
data packets may include a missed sample count indicating a 
number of times the data source has published data since a last 
read request was received by the client computing device. In 
such implementations, at 2220, the method 2200 optionally 
may include, for each of the one or more data packets, remov 
ing the missed sample count from the data packet prior to 
sending the data packet to the modules. 
0218. At 2222, the method 2200 may include sending the 
one or more data packets to modules that Subscribe to receiv 
ing the published data included in the one or more packets. 
0219. In some implementations, at 2224, the method 2200 
may include, for each of the one or more data packets, sending 
the data packet to the modules on the subscription list of 
modules that Subscribe to the data source corresponding to 
the data source identifier in the data packet. As such, at least 
one data packet may be sent to two or more modules that 
requested Subscriptions to the same published data. 
0220. At 2226, the method 2200 optionally may include 
adjusting the periodic interval at which the read request is 
sent, to the remote subscription manager of the client com 
puting device, to an updated periodic interval based on the 
missed sample count of the one or more data packets. For 
example, if the missed sample count is less than a threshold 
value, then the periodic interval may be increased. In another 
example, if the missed sample count is greater than the thresh 
old value, then the periodic interval may be decreased. 
0221. At 2228, the method 2200 optionally may include 
periodically sending, to the remote Subscription manager of 
the client computing device, a read request according to the 
updated periodic interval. 
0222. The above described methods may be performed to 
allow data published by data sources of a client computing 
device to be stored and sent to a host computing device in a 
storage resource efficient and transmission bandwidth effi 
cient manner. The methods may be particularly useful in 
implementations in which the host computing device initiates 
all communication between the host computing device and 
the client computing device, because the data sources of the 
client computing device may have no other mechanism by 
which to inform the modules of the host computing device 
when new data becomes available. 
0223) In implementations where a publisher/subscriber 
based approach is implemented on a computing device, dif 
ferent types of subscriptions may be employed by different 
data sources (e.g., a hardware component. Such as a sensor or 
an intermediate module). In one example, a module may have 
an active type of Subscription that specifies activation of the 
data source to provide the published data to the module to 
satisfy the Subscription. For example, in the case of a wear 
able computing device, a module may actively subscribe to a 
biometric sensor that measures a physical parameter of a 
wearer of the wearable computing device, and the biometric 
sensor may turn on and/or enable output of the physical 
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parameter responsive to activation of the Subscription to pro 
vide the published data to the module. 
0224. In another example, a module may have a passive 
type of Subscription that specifies that a data source provide 
published data to the module only if the data source is already 
activated to satisfy a function other than the passive Subscrip 
tion. The data Source may be activated to satisfy any Suitable 
function. For example, the data source may be activated to 
satisfy an active subscription for a different module. In 
another example, the data source may be activated responsive 
to a mode, event, trigger, condition, or other state of operation 
of the computing device. 
0225. By employing these different types of subscriptions, 
various data sources may be powered on and/or enabled only 
as much as necessary to provide published data to Subscribing 
modules or to satisfy other functions. In other words. Such 
data sources may be powered off and/or disabled when not 
needed. Accordingly, power consumption of the data sources 
may be intelligently reduced. Such an approach may be par 
ticularly applicable to implementations of a computing 
device in which power resources are restricted, such as in the 
case of a wearable computing device powered by a battery. 
0226 FIG. 24 shows an example computing device 2400 
that may employ a publisher/subscriber approach including 
different types of subscriptions and subscription hierarchies. 
In Some implementations, the computing device 2400 may be 
a wearable computing device. In some implementations, the 
computing device 2400 may be a client computing device, 
such as the client computing device 2002 shown in FIG. 20 
that communicates with a host computing device. Such as the 
host computing device 2000 shown in FIG. 20. 
0227. The computing device 2400 includes a plurality of 
hardware components 2402 configured to publish data. For 
example, one or more of the plurality of hardware compo 
nents 2402 may include a sensor that measures a physical 
parameter. In one particular example where the computing 
device 2400 is a wearable computing device, one or more of 
the plurality of hardware components 2402 includes a bio 
metric sensor configured to measure a physical parameter of 
a wearer of the wearable computing device. For example, a 
biometric sensor may include one or more of a galvanic-skin 
resistance sensor, a pulse-rate sensor, a skin-temperature sen 
Sor, an accelerometer, a magnetometer, a gyroscope, and a 
global-positioning sensor. The computing device 2400 may 
include any Suitable number and/or type of hardware compo 
nents configured to publish any Suitable type of data. 
0228. In some implementations, each hardware compo 
nent may maintain a Subscription list 2404 of current Sub 
Scriptions for the hardware component. Each entry in the 
subscription list 2404 may include a subscribing module 
2406 having a subscription to the hardware component. Fur 
ther, each entry optionally may include modifier(s) 2408 that 
define constraints of the Subscription. 
0229. The computing device 2400 may include a plurality 
of modules 2410. Each module may be configured to perform 
processing on published data provided by one or more hard 
ware components, publish data itself, and/or serve another 
purpose. Some of the plurality of modules 2410 may have 
subscriptions to receive published data from the plurality of 
hardware components 2402. Moreover, some of the plurality 
of modules 2410 may act as data Sources and publish data 
provided to other subscribing modules. Moreover, some of 
the plurality of modules 2410 may act as intermediate mod 
ules that receive published data (e.g., a first parameter) from 
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a hardware component or other module, perform processing 
on the published data, and subsequently output different pub 
lished data (e.g., a second parameter) that is derived from the 
published data received from the hardware component or 
other module. In one particular example, Some of the plurality 
of modules 2410 may be activity modules that provide infor 
mation or parameters related to a particular activity of a 
wearer of a wearable computing device. 
0230. In some implementations, each module may main 
tain a subscription list 2412 of current subscriptions for the 
module. Each entry in the subscription list 24.12 may include 
a Subscribing module 2414 having a Subscription to the mod 
ule. Further, each entry optionally may include modifier(s) 
2416 that define constraints of the subscription. 
0231. In other implementations, a Subscription manager, 
such as the remote subscription manager 2006 shown in FIG. 
20, may handle management of subscriptions for all modules 
and hardware components of the computing device 2400 
instead of the data sources managing Subscriptions on an 
individual basis. 
0232. In some implementations, a Subscription may 
include one or more subscription modifiers that define one or 
more constraints of the Subscription. For example, when a 
module creates a Subscription to a data source, the request 
may be passed as a function and the modifiers may be param 
eters of the function. In one example, a Subscription modifier 
may include a type of Subscription (e.g., active or passive). 
0233. In another example, a subscription modifier may 
include a sampling frequency at which a hardware component 
or a module produces a parameter or publishes data. In one 
particular example, a data source may be configured to pro 
duce a parameter at a frequency that is a least common mul 
tiple of all sampling frequencies provided as modifiers by 
modules that subscribe to receive the parameter. In another 
example, a data Source may be configured to produce a 
parameter at a frequency that is greater than any one fre 
quency provided as a modifier by a module in order to meet 
the sampling needs of all Subscribing modules. 
0234. In another example, a subscription modifier may 
include a sampling period over which a data source is acti 
vated to produce a parameter or publish data. In one particular 
example, a data source may produce a parameter or publish 
data over a longest sampling period of all sampling periods 
provided as modifiers by modules that subscribe to receive 
the parameter or published data. Accordingly, the sampling 
needs of all Subscribing modules may be met. 
0235. In another example, a subscription modifier may 
include a Subscription duration to which a module is Sub 
scribed to receive a parameter or published data. For example, 
a Subscription duration may be set for one hour, and a Sub 
scribing module may receive published data from the pub 
lishing module for the one hour duration. At the end of the 
hour, the Subscription ends and the previously Subscribing 
module no longer receives data published by the publishing 
module until another subscription is established. The one 
hour duration is merely an example, and any Suitable duration 
may be employed. In another example, a Subscription modi 
fier may include an immediate notification constraint that 
specifies sending a most recently sampled version of a param 
eter to a module in response to the module establishing a 
Subscription to receive the parameter from the data source. 
Any suitable constraint may be used as a modifier of a Sub 
Scription. Moreover, a Subscription may have any Suitable 
number of modifiers. 
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0236. In some implementations, subscriptions may be 
chained together through different modules all the way down 
to a hardware component level to form a Subscription hierar 
chy. In its most simple form, a Subscription hierarchy may 
include a top-level module that indirectly subscribes to a 
hardware component by directly Subscribing to an interme 
diate module that directly subscribes to the hardware compo 
nent. In this example, unless the top-level module creates an 
active subscription to the intermediate module, the interme 
diate module will not create an active subscription to the 
hardware component, and the hardware component will not 
turn On. 

0237 By employing subscription hierarchies, hardware 
components and modules may be operated in an energy effi 
cient manner while providing operating flexibility over 
changing operating conditions. In particular, combinations of 
active and passive Subscriptions chained together may be 
employed to opportunistically use data published by active 
data sources when available, while also ensuring that data is 
made available when absolutely needed by a module. 
0238 FIG. 25 shows an example subscription hierarchy 
that may be employed by a wearable computing device 2500 
that includes a plurality of hardware components 2502 (such 
as a pulse-rate sensor 2504, an accelerometer 2506, and a 
global positioning system (GPS) 2508). The pulse-rate sensor 
2504 may be configured to determine a pulse rate of a wearer 
of the wearable computing device 2500. The accelerometer 
2506 may be configured to measure an acceleration of the 
wearable computing device 2500. The GPS may be config 
ured to determine a physical position or location of the wear 
able computing device 2500. 
0239. The wearable computing device 2500 may include a 
plurality of modules 2510 such as a run module 2512, a 
calories module 2514, a pedometer 2516, and a distance 
module 2518. The run module 2512 may be a top-level mod 
ule configured to provide information to the wearer that may 
be useful while the wearer is running. For example, the run 
module 2512 may present biometric parameters of the 
wearer, such as a pulse rate of the wearer and calories burned 
by the wearer while running. Further, the run module 2512 
may present other physical parameters (also referred to as 
activity parameters of the wearer) Such as a distance traveled 
while running and a current position of the wearer. To present 
such information to the wearer, the run module 2512 may 
receive parameters from hardware components and interme 
diate modules via active Subscriptions. In particular, the run 
module 2512 may have an active subscription to receive pulse 
rate data published by the pulse-rate sensor 2504, calorie data 
published by the calorie module 2514, distance data pub 
lished by the distance module 2518, and position data pub 
lished by the GPS 2508. These active subscriptions specify 
activation of the data sources as well as lower-level data 
Sources in the Subscription hierarchy to publish data to satisfy 
the active subscriptions of the run module 2512. 
0240. The calories module 2514 may be configured to 
determine a number of calories burned by the wearer over a 
given period. The calories module 2514 may derive the num 
ber of calories burned by the wearer differently depending on 
which hardware components are turned-on to publish rel 
evant data. In particular, the calories module 2514 has a 
passive Subscription to receive pulse rate data from the pulse 
rate sensor 2504 and an active subscription to receive step 
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data for the pedometer 2516. Further, the pedometer 2516 has 
an active Subscription to receive acceleration data from the 
accelerometer 2506. 
0241 The pedometer 2516 may derive the number of steps 
taken by the wearer from the acceleration data received from 
the accelerometer 2506. Because the pedometer 2516 has an 
active subscription to the accelerometer 2506, the accelerom 
eter 2506 is activated to provide the acceleration data to the 
pedometer 2516 as needed by the pedometer 2516 to satisfy 
the active Subscription. 
0242. If the pulse-rate sensor 2504 is activated to satisfy 
another function (e.g., the run module 2512 is active), then the 
pulse-rate sensor 2504 may also send pulse rate data to the 
calories module 2514, and the calories module 2514 may 
derive the number of calories burned by the wearer from the 
pulse-rate data. If the pulse-rate sensor 2504 is not activated, 
then the calories module 2514 may derive the number of 
calories burned by the wearer using the step data provided by 
the pedometer 2516. In other words, because the calories 
module 2514 has an active subscription to the pedometer 
2516, which has an active subscription to the accelerometer 
2506, the accelerometer 2506 and the pedometer 2516 may be 
turned on to provide the step data to the calories module 2514 
as needed by the calories module 2514 to satisfy the chain of 
active Subscriptions. 
0243 In the case of the calories module 2514, the pulse 
rate data may provide a more accurate determination of calo 
ries burned than the steps data. As such, the calories may be 
derived from the pulse rate when the pulse rate is available. 
However, in order to reduce power consumption, if the pulse 
rate sensor 2504 is not active for other purposes, then con 
cessions of accuracy may be made in favor of reducing power 
consumption, and the calories may be derived from the steps. 
0244. The distance module 2518 may be configured to 
determine a distance traveled by the wearer over a given 
period. The distance module 2518 may derive the distance 
traveled by the wearer differently depending on which hard 
ware components are turned on to publish relevant data. In 
particular, the distance module 2518 has a passive subscrip 
tion to receive position data from the GPS 2508 and an active 
subscription to receive step data for the pedometer 2516. 
0245. If the GPS 2508 is activated to satisfy another func 
tion (e.g., the run module 2512 is active), then the GPS 2508 
may also send position data to the distance module 2518, and 
the distance module 2518 may derive a distance traveled by 
the wearer from the position data. If the GPS 2508 is not 
activated, then the distance module 2518 may derive the 
distance traveled by the wearer using the steps data provided 
by the pedometer 2516. 
0246. In the case of the distance module 2518, the position 
data may provide a more accurate determination of distance 
traveled than the steps data. As such, the distance may be 
derived from the position data when the position data is 
available. However, in order to reduce power consumption of 
the wearable computing device 2500, if the GPS 2508 is not 
active for other purposes, then concessions of accuracy may 
be made in favor of reducing power consumption, and the 
distance may be derived from the steps. 
0247 The above described subscription hierarchy is 
merely one example. A Subscription hierarchy may include 
any suitable number of Subscriptions that are chained 
together through different levels of modules. Moreover, a 
Subscription hierarchy may include any Suitable combination 
of active and passive Subscriptions. 
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0248. In some implementations, a subscription may be 
dynamically changed responsive to a change in operating 
state of a wearable computing device, a change in state of a 
wearer of the wearable computing device, or responsive to 
another Suitable event, trigger, or condition. For example, a 
Subscription may be changed by changing a modifier of a 
Subscription. In some cases, a new Subscription may be cre 
ated responsive to a change in operating state or other Suitable 
change. In some cases, a Subscription may be ended respon 
sive to a change in operating state or other Suitable change. 
Moreover, a Subscription hierarchy may dynamically change 
over time as different Subscriptions are created, change type, 
and/or expire. 
0249 FIGS. 26-28 show example scenarios that trigger 
changes to Subscriptions. FIG. 26 shows an example scenario 
in which a subscription is modified responsive to a change in 
state of a wearable computing device 2600. The wearable 
computing device 2600 includes hardware components such 
as a battery sensor 2602 and a GPS 2604. The battery sensor 
2602 may be configured to measure a current/voltage of a 
battery of the wearable computing device 2600. The GPS 
2604 may be configured to determine a position or location of 
the wearable computing device 2600. 
0250) Furthermore, the wearable computing device 2600 
includes modules such as a battery indicator module 2606 and 
a distance module 2608. The battery indicator module 2606 
may be configured to provide an indication of a state of charge 
of the battery of the wearable computing device 2600. The 
distance module 2608 may be configured to determine a 
distance traveled by a wearer of the wearable computing 
device 2600. 

0251. In a first state (ACTIVE POSITION), the battery 
indicator module 2606 has an active subscription to receive 
current/voltage data from the battery sensor 2602. The battery 
indicator module 2606 may determine that the battery has a 
high state of charge from the current/voltage data received 
from the battery sensor 2602. For example, the high state of 
charge may be a state of charge that is greater thana threshold 
value. 

0252 Furthermore, in the first state, the distance module 
2608 has an active subscription to the battery indicator mod 
ule 2606 to receive charge data that, in this case, indicates the 
high state of charge of the battery. Additionally, the distance 
module 2608 has an active subscription to the GPS 2604 to 
receive position data. In this state, the distance module 2608 
may determine a distance that the wearer has traveled based 
on a change in position received from the GPS 2604 over 
time. 
0253) In this example, the subscription that the distance 
module 2608 has for the GPS 2604 may be dynamically 
modified based on a change in state of the battery of the 
wearable computing device 2600. In particular, the GPS2604 
may consume a relatively high amount of power during 
operation, and as such the wearable computing device 2600 
may be configured to activate the GPS2604 for the purpose of 
providing position data to the distance module 2608 only 
when there is a suitable amount of charge in the battery (e.g., 
a high State of charge). 
0254. Accordingly, in a second state (PASSIVE POSI 
TION), the battery indicator module 2606 indicates to the 
distance module 2608 that the battery has a low state of 
charge. For example, the low state of charge may be a state of 
charge that is less than a threshold value. The change in state 
of the battery from the high state to the low state triggers a 
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dynamic modification of the Subscription that the distance 
module 2608 has for the GPS 2604 from an active subscrip 
tion to a passive Subscription, as indicated by the dashed line. 
Responsive to the dynamic modification of the Subscription, 
the distance module 2608 may only determine a distance that 
the wearer has traveled over time using position data received 
from the GPS when the GPS is activated to provide another 
function. Otherwise, in this state, the distance module 2608 
determines distance that the wearer has traveled over time 
using a parameter other than position, Such as using steps data 
received from a pedometer. Correspondingly, if the battery 
state of charge were to switch from the low state to the high 
state, then the subscription that the distance module 2608 has 
for the GPS 2604 would be dynamically modified from a 
passive Subscription to an active Subscription. Any Subscrip 
tion may be dynamically modified responsive to any Suitable 
change in state of the wearable computing device 2600. 
0255 FIG. 27 shows an example scenario in which a sub 
Scription is modified responsive to a change in State of a 
wearable computing device 2700 relative to a wearer of the 
wearable computing device 2700. The wearable computing 
device 2700 includes hardware components such as a gal 
vanic skin response (GSR) sensor 2702 and a pulse-rate sen 
sor 2704. The GSR sensor 2702 may be configured to mea 
sure a skin conductance of the wearer of the wearable 
computing device 2700. The pulse-rate sensor 2704 may be 
configured to determine a pulse rate of the wearer of the 
wearable computing device 2700. 
(0256 Furthermore, the wearable computing device 2700 
includes modules such as a wear indicator module 2706 and 
a calories module 2708. The wear indicator module 2706 may 
be configured to provide an indication of whether the wear 
able computing device 2700 is currently being worn by a 
wearer. The calories module 2708 may be configured to deter 
mine a number of calories burned by a wearer of the wearable 
computing device 2700 over a given period. 
(0257. In a first state (ACTIVE POSITION), the wear indi 
cator module 2706 has an active subscription to receive the 
skin conductance data from the GSR sensor 2702. The wear 
indicator module 2706 may determine that the wearable com 
puting device 2700 is currently not being worn by a wearer 
based on the skin conductance data indicating a measurement 
of Substantially Zero skin conductance. 
0258. Furthermore, in the first state, the calories module 
2708 has an active subscription to the wear indicator module 
2706 to receive the indication that the wearable computing 
device 2700 is currently not being worn. Additionally, the 
calories module 2708 has a passive subscription to the pulse 
rate sensor 2704 to receive pulse-rate data. In this state, the 
calories module 2708 may determine a number of calories 
burned by a wearer over a given period using pulse-rate data 
only if the pulse-rate sensor 2704 is activated to satisfy 
another function. In another example, the calories module 
2708 may not determine a number of calories and the sub 
scription to the pulse-rate sensor 2704 may be cancelled 
while the wear indicator module 2706 provides an indication 
that the wearable computing device 2700 is currently not 
being worn. 
0259. In this example, the subscription that the calories 
module 2708 has for the pulse-rate sensor 2704 may be 
dynamically modified responsive to a change in state of wear 
able computing device 2700 relative to a wearer. In particular, 
the pulse-rate sensor 2704 and/or the calories module 2708 
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may be deactivated while the wearable computing device 
2700 is not being worn in order reduce power consumption. 
0260 Accordingly, in a second state (PASSIVE POSI 
TION), the wear indicator module 2706 indicates to the calo 
ries module 2708 that the wearable computing device 2700 is 
currently being worn by a wearer. For example, this indica 
tion may be determined based on the skin conductance pro 
vided by the GSR sensor 2702 indicting a skin conductance 
greater than a threshold value. The change in State of the 
wearable computing device 2700 relative to the wearer trig 
gers a dynamic modification of the Subscription that the calo 
ries module 2708 has for the pulse-rate sensor 2704 from a 
passive Subscription to an active Subscription, as indicated by 
the solid line. Responsive to modification of the subscription, 
the pulse-rate sensor 2704 may activate to measure the pulse 
rate of the wearer and provide pulse-rate data to the calories 
module 2708. Further, the calories module 2708 may derive a 
number of calories burned by the wearer over a given period 
using the pulse-rate data. Correspondingly, if the State of the 
wearable computing device 2700 were to switch from being 
worn to not being worn, then the Subscription that the calories 
module 2708 has for the pulse-rate sensor 2704 would be 
dynamically modified from an active Subscription to a passive 
subscription (or the subscription would be ended). 
0261 FIG. 28 shows an example scenario in which a sub 
Scription is modified responsive to a change in a state of a 
wearer of a wearable computing device 2800. The wearable 
computing device 2800 includes hardware components such 
as an accelerometer 2802 and a pulse-rate sensor 2804. The 
accelerometer 2802 may be configured to measure an accel 
eration of the wearable computing device 2800. The pulse 
rate sensor 2804 may be configured to determine a pulse rate 
of the wearer of the wearable computing device 2800. 
0262. Furthermore, the wearable computing device 2800 
includes modules such as a velocity module 2806 and a calo 
ries module 2808. The velocity module 2806 may be config 
ured to determine a velocity of the wearable computing 
device 2800. The calories module 28.08 may be configured to 
determine a number of calories burned by a wearer of the 
wearable computing device 2800 over a given period. 
0263. In a first state (LOW SAMPLING RATE POSI 
TION), the velocity module 2806 has an active subscription 
to receive the acceleration data from the accelerometer 2802. 
The velocity module 2806 may derive a velocity from accel 
eration data provided by the accelerometer 2802. In particu 
lar, the velocity module 2806 may determine that the wear 
able computing device 2800 has a velocity that is less than a 
threshold value. For example, the threshold value may indi 
cate a minimum velocity at which the wearer of the wearable 
computing device 2800 may be assumed to be running. 
0264. Furthermore, in the first state, the calories module 
2808 has an active subscription to the velocity module 2806 to 
receive Velocity data indicating that the Velocity is less than 
the threshold value. Additionally, the calories module 2808 
has an active subscription to the pulse-rate sensor 2804 to 
receive pulse-rate data. The active Subscription includes a 
modifier specifying that the pulse-rate be sampled by the 
pulse-rate sensor 2804 at a first sampling rate. In this state, the 
calories module 28.08 may determine a number of calories 
burned by the wearer over a given period using the pulse-rate 
data sampled at the first sampling rate. 
0265. In this example, the sampling rate modifier of the 
subscription that the calories module 2808 has for the pulse 
rate sensor 2804 may be dynamically modified responsive to 
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the velocity becoming greater than the threshold value. For 
example, in the first state, the wearer may be moving slowly, 
and correspondingly the pulse rate of the wearer may be 
assumed to be lower. As such, the sampling rate of the pulse 
rate may be set to a relative slower sampling rate. 
0266. In a second state (HIGH SAMPLING RATE POSI 
TION), the velocity module 2806 indicates to the calories 
module 2808 that a velocity of the wearable computing 
device 2800 is greater than the threshold value. The change in 
state of the wearable computing device 2800, which is a proxy 
for a change in state of the wearer, triggers a dynamic modi 
fication of the sampling rate modifier of the subscription that 
the calories module 2808 has for the pulse-rate sensor 2804. 
In particular, the sampling rate modifier of the Subscription 
may be updated from the first sampling rate to a second 
sampling rate that is greater than the first sampling rate. In 
other words, when the velocity becomes greater than the 
threshold value, it is assumed that the wearer is running, and 
running will cause the pulse rate to increase. As such, the 
sampling rate may be dynamically increased to accurately 
measure the pulse rate. Correspondingly, if the velocity of the 
wearable computing device 2800 were to become less than 
the threshold value, then the subscription that the calories 
module 2808 has for the pulse-rate sensor 2804 would be 
dynamically modified to reduce the sampling rate in order to 
reduce power consumption. 
0267 In the above described example, the output of a 
module may trigger a change in Subscription for a different 
data source. Output from any suitable data source may be 
used to triggera dynamic change in a Subscription. Moreover, 
a plurality of outputs of data sources may be contemplated in 
combination to trigger a dynamic change in a Subscription. 
0268. In some embodiments, the methods and processes 
described herein may be tied to a computing system of one or 
more computing devices. In particular, Such methods and 
processes may be implemented as a computer-application 
program or service, an application-programming interface 
(API), a library, and/or other computer-program product. 
0269 FIG. 29 schematically shows a non-limiting 
embodiment of a computing system 2900 that can enact one 
or more of the methods and processes described above. Com 
puting system 2900 is shown in simplified form. Computing 
system 2900 may take the form of one or more personal 
computers, server computers, tablet computers, home-enter 
tainment computers, network computing devices, gaming 
devices, mobile computing devices, mobile communication 
devices (e.g., Smartphone), and/or other computing devices. 
For example, the computing system 2900 may be represen 
tative of a service computing device, a host computing device, 
a client computing device, a third-party computing device, a 
network-connected computing device, a non-network-con 
nected computing device, or another Suitable computing 
device. In one example, the computing system 2900 may be 
representative of the client computing devices A-N, the host 
computing device A and B, the service computing device 202, 
and the third-party computing device 210 shown in FIG. 2. 
Moreover, the computing system 2900 may be representative 
of any other computing devices discussed in the present dis 
closure. 
0270 Computing system 2900 includes a logic machine 
2902 and a storage machine 2904. Computing system 2900 
may optionally include a display subsystem 2906, input sub 
system 2908, communication subsystem 2910, a command 
library 2912, and/or other components not shown in FIG. 29. 
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0271 Logic machine 2902 includes one or more physical 
devices configured to execute instructions. For example, the 
logic machine 2902 may be configured to execute instructions 
that are part of one or more applications, services, programs, 
routines, libraries, objects, components, data structures, or 
other logical constructs. Such instructions may be imple 
mented to perform a task, implement a data type, transform 
the State of one or more components, achieve a technical 
effect, or otherwise arrive at a desired result. 
0272. The logic machine 2902 may include one or more 
processors configured to execute software instructions. Addi 
tionally or alternatively, the logic machine 2902 may include 
one or more hardware or firmware logic machines configured 
to execute hardware or firmware instructions. Processors of 
the logic machine 2902 may be single-core or multi-core, and 
the instructions executed thereon may be configured for 
sequential, parallel, and/or distributed processing. Individual 
components of the logic machine 2902 optionally may be 
distributed among two or more separate devices, which may 
be remotely located and/or configured for coordinated pro 
cessing. Aspects of the logic machine 2902 may be virtual 
ized and executed by remotely accessible, networked com 
puting devices configured in a cloud-computing 
configuration. 
0273 Storage machine 2904 includes one or more physi 
cal devices configured to hold instructions executable by the 
logic machine 2902 to implement the methods and processes 
described herein. When such methods and processes are 
implemented, the state of storage machine 2904 may betrans 
formed—e.g., to hold different data. 
0274 Storage machine 2904 may include removable and/ 
or built-in devices. Storage machine 2904 may include opti 
cal memory (e.g., CD, DVD, HD-DVD, Blu-Ray Disc), semi 
conductor memory (e.g., RAM, EPROM, EEPROM), and/or 
magnetic memory (e.g., hard-disk drive, floppy-disk drive, 
tape drive, MRAM), among others. Storage machine 2904 
may include Volatile, nonvolatile, dynamic, static, read/write, 
read-only, random-access, sequential-access, location-ad 
dressable, file-addressable, and/or content-addressable 
devices. 
0275. It will be appreciated that storage machine 2904 
includes one or more physical devices. However, aspects of 
the instructions described herein alternatively may be propa 
gated by a communication medium (e.g., an electromagnetic 
signal, an optical signal) that is not held by a physical device 
for a finite duration. 
0276 Aspects of logic machine 2902 and storage machine 
2904 may be integrated together into one or more hardware 
logic components. Such hardware-logic components may 
include field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), program 
and application-specific integrated circuits (PASIC/ASICs), 
program- and application-specific standard products (PSSP/ 
ASSPs), System-on-a-chip (SOC), and complex program 
mable logic devices (CPLDs), for example. 
0277. The terms “module.” “program.” and “engine' may 
be used to describe an aspect of computing system 2900 
implemented to perform a particular function. In some cases, 
a module, program, or engine may be instantiated via logic 
machine 2902 executing instructions held by storage machine 
2904. It will be understood that different modules, programs, 
and/or engines may be instantiated from the same application, 
service, code block, object, library, routine, API, or function. 
Likewise, the same module, program, and/or engine may be 
instantiated by different applications, services, code blocks, 
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objects, routines, APIs, or functions. The terms “module.” 
“program, and “engine' may encompass individual or 
groups of executable files, data files, libraries, drivers, Scripts, 
or database records. 
0278. It will be appreciated that a “service', as used 
herein, is an application program executable across multiple 
user sessions. A service may be available to one or more 
system components, programs, and/or other services. In some 
implementations, a service may run on one or more server 
computing devices. 
(0279. When included, display subsystem 2906 may be 
used to present a visual representation of data held by storage 
machine 2904. This visual representation may take the form 
of a graphical user interface (GUI). As the herein described 
methods and processes change the data held by the storage 
machine, and thus transform the State of the storage machine, 
the state of display subsystem 2906 may likewise be trans 
formed to visually represent changes in the underlying data. 
Display subsystem 2906 may include one or more display 
devices utilizing virtually any type of technology. Such dis 
play devices may be combined with logic machine 2902 
and/or storage machine 2904 in a shared enclosure, or Such 
display devices may be peripheral display devices. 
0280 When included, input subsystem 2908 may com 
prise or interface with one or more user-input devices such as 
a keyboard, mouse, touch screen, or game controller. In some 
embodiments, the input subsystem 2908 may comprise or 
interface with selected natural user input (NUI) componentry. 
Such componentry may be integrated or peripheral, and the 
transduction and/or processing of input actions may be 
handled on- or off-board. Example NUI componentry may 
include a microphone for speech and/or voice recognition; an 
infrared, color, Stereoscopic, and/or depth camera for 
machine vision and/orgesture recognition; ahead tracker, eye 
tracker, accelerometer, and/or gyroscope for motion detec 
tion and/or intent recognition; as well as electric-field sensing 
componentry for assessing brain activity. 
0281. When included, communication subsystem 2910 
may be configured to communicatively couple computing 
system 2900 with one or more other computing devices. 
Communication subsystem 2910 may include wired and/or 
wireless communication devices compatible with one or 
more different communication protocols. As non-limiting 
examples, the communication subsystem 2910 may be con 
figured for communication via a wireless telephone network, 
or a wired or wireless local- or wide-area network. In some 
embodiments, the communication Subsystem may allow 
computing system 2900 to send and/or receive messages to 
and/or from other devices via a network such as the Internet. 
0282. The command library 2912 may be provided to 
enable communication over different communication I/O 
interfaces using the same protocol. For example, the com 
mand library 2912 may be provided for building tools that 
communicate with a client computing device over USB, BT, 
or BTLE transfer layers. The command library 2912 may 
include any suitable command. 
0283. One example provides a client computing device 
comprising a logic machine, and a storage machine holding 
instructions executable by the logic machine to establish a 
plurality of subscriptions to receive data published by a plu 
rality of data sources of the client computing device, each 
Subscription corresponding to a different data source, in 
response to receiving published data from any data source of 
the client computing device via a subscription, Store the pub 
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lished data in a Subscription buffer, and in response to receiv 
ing, from a remote subscription dispatcher of a host comput 
ing device, a read request for data published by data sources 
of the client computing device in accordance with the plural 
ity of subscriptions, send to the host computing device one or 
more data packets including published data stored in the 
Subscription buffer. In Such an example, published data pro 
vided by all data sources to which a subscription has been 
established optionally is sent in response to receiving the read 
request for client data from the remote Subscription dis 
patcher of the host computing device. In such an example, the 
storage machine optionally further holds instructions execut 
able by the logic machine to receive, from the remote sub 
Scription dispatcher of the host computing device, a plurality 
of Subscription requests, each Subscription request including 
a data source identifier that identifies a data source of the 
client computing device, and wherein the plurality of Sub 
Scriptions are established responsive to receiving the plurality 
of subscription requests. In Such an example, the Subscription 
buffer optionally includes a data slot corresponding to each 
Subscription, and the storage machine optionally further 
holds instructions executable by the logic machine to in 
response to receiving published data, from a data source via a 
subscription, store the published data in the data slot corre 
sponding to the Subscription. In Such an example, the one or 
more data packets optionally include published data stored in 
the data slots corresponding to the plurality of subscriptions. 
In Such an example, each of the one or more data packets 
optionally includes a data source identifier that identifies a 
data source that provided the published data included in the 
data packet. In Such an example, the one or more data packets 
optionally include a missed sample count indicating a number 
of times the data source has published data since a last read 
request was received from the remote Subscription dispatcher 
of the host computing device. In Such an example, the client 
computing device optionally further comprises a wired com 
munication I/O interface configured to communicate with the 
host computing device, a wireless communication I/O inter 
face configured to communicate with the host computing 
device, and wherein the storage machine optionally holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to communicate 
with the host computing device via both the wired commu 
nication I/O interface and the wireless communication I/O 
interface using a host-mediated transport layer protocol in 
which only the remote computing device initiates communi 
cation between the client computing device and the host 
computing device. Any or all of the above-described 
examples may be combined in any suitable manner in various 
implementations. 
0284 Another example provides a host computing device 
comprising a logic machine, and a storage machine holding 
instructions executable by the logic machine to receive, from 
a plurality of modules of the host computing device, a plural 
ity of subscription requests to receive published data, wherein 
two or more of the plurality of modules request Subscriptions 
for the same published data, send, to a remote subscription 
manager of a client computing device, a plurality of subscrip 
tion requests to receive published data from data sources of 
the client computing device, each Subscription request corre 
sponding to a different data source, send, to the remote Sub 
Scription manager of the client computing device, a read 
request for data published by data sources of the client com 
puting device to which the plurality of subscriptions were 
requested, receive, from the remote subscription manager of 
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the client computing device, one or more data packets includ 
ing data published by data sources of the client computing 
device in accordance with the plurality of subscription 
requests, and send the one or more data packets to modules 
that subscribed to receiving the published data included in the 
one or more packets, wherein at least one data packet is sent 
to two or more modules that requested Subscriptions to the 
same published data. In Such an example, the storage machine 
optionally holds instructions executable by the logic machine 
to send, to the remote Subscription manager of the client 
computing device, for each data source a single Subscription 
request to receive published data provided by the data source. 
In Such an example, the storage machine optionally holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to for each Sub 
Scription request received from the plurality of modules, 
identify a data source of the client computing device that 
provides the published data indicated by the subscription 
request, and for each Subscription request, add a data source 
identifier that identifies the data source to the subscription 
request. In such an example, each of the one or more data 
packets optionally includes a data source identifier identify 
ing a data source that provided the published data included in 
the data packet, and the storage machine optionally holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to establish for 
each data source identifier a list of modules that subscribe to 
receive published data provided by a corresponding data 
Source based on the plurality of Subscription requests, and in 
response to receiving the one or more data packets, for each of 
the one or more data packets send the data packet to the 
modules on the list of modules that subscribe to the data 
Source corresponding to the data source identifier in the data 
packet. In Such an example, the storage machine optionally 
holds instructions executable by the logic machine to for each 
of the one or more data packets, remove the data source 
identifier from the data packet prior to sending the data packet 
to the modules. In such an example, the read request option 
ally is periodically sent to the remote Subscription manager of 
the client computing device according to a periodic interval. 
In Such an example, each of the one or more data packets 
optionally includes a missed sample count indicating a num 
ber of times the data source has published data since a last 
read request was received by the client computing device, and 
the storage machine optionally holds instructions executable 
by the logic machine to adjust the periodic interval to an 
updated periodic interval based on the missed sample count of 
the one or more data packets, and periodically send, to the 
remote Subscription manager of the client computing device, 
a read request for data published by data sources of the client 
computing device according to the updated periodic interval. 
In Such an example, the storage machine optionally holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to for each of the 
one or more data packets, remove the missed sample count 
from the data packet prior to sending the data packet to the 
modules. Any or all of the above-described examples may be 
combined in any suitable manner in various implementations. 
0285 Another example provides on a host computing 
device, a method for subscribing to published data, the 
method comprising sending, to a remote Subscription man 
ager of a client computing device, a plurality of Subscription 
requests to receive data published by data sources of the client 
computing device, periodically sending, to the remote Sub 
Scription manager of the client computing device, a read 
request for data published by data sources to which the plu 
rality of Subscriptions were requested, the read request being 
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sent according to a periodic interval, receiving from the 
remote Subscription manager of the client computing device a 
plurality of data packets including published data provided by 
data sources of the client computing device to which the 
plurality of subscriptions were requested, each of the plurality 
of data packets including a data source identifier and a missed 
sample count, the data source identifier identifying a data 
source that provided the published data included in the data 
packet, and the missed sample count indicating a number of 
times the data source has published data since a last read 
request was received by the remote subscription manager of 
the client computing device, adjusting the periodic interval to 
an updated periodic interval based on the missed sample 
count of the plurality of data packets, and sending a read 
request for published data to the remote Subscription manager 
of the client computing device in accordance with the updated 
periodic interval. In Such an example, the method optionally 
further comprises receiving, from a plurality of modules of 
the host computing device, a plurality of Subscription 
requests to receive published data, establishing, for each data 
Source to which a Subscription was requested, a list of mod 
ules that subscribe to receive data published by the data 
Source, and in response to receiving the plurality of data 
packets, from the remote subscription manager of the client 
computing device, for each of the plurality of data packets, 
sending the data packet to the modules on the list of modules 
that Subscribe to the data source corresponding to the data 
Source identifier in the data packet. In Such an example, the 
method optionally further comprises for each of the plurality 
of data packets, removing the data source identifier and the 
missed sample count from the data packet prior to sending the 
data packet to the modules. In such an example, adjusting the 
periodic interval optionally includes decreasing the periodic 
interval ifa missed sample count of any of the plurality of data 
packets is greater than a threshold value, and increasing the 
periodic interval if a missed sample count of each of the 
plurality of data packets is zero. Any or all of the above 
described examples may be combined in any Suitable manner 
in various implementations. 
0286 Another example provides a wearable computing 
device comprising a plurality of biometric sensors configured 
to determine biometric parameters of a wearer of the wearable 
computing device, and a plurality of modules configured to 
determine activity parameters of the wearer of the wearable 
computing device, wherein a first module of the plurality of 
modules directly subscribes to receive a first biometric 
parameter from a first biometric sensor of the plurality of 
biometric sensors, wherein a subscription of the first module 
to the first biometric sensor specifies activation of the first 
biometric sensor to provide the first biometric parameter to 
the first module to satisfy the subscription, and wherein the 
first module is configured to derive a first activity parameter 
from the first biometric parameter, and wherein a second 
module of the plurality of modules indirectly subscribes to 
the first biometric sensor by directly subscribing to receive 
the first activity parameter from the first module, and wherein 
a subscription of the second module to the first module speci 
fies activation of the first module to provide the first activity 
parameter to the second module to satisfy the Subscription. In 
Such an example, the second module optionally directly Sub 
scribes to a second biometric sensor of the plurality of bio 
metric sensors via a passive Subscription, wherein the passive 
Subscription specifies that the second biometric sensor pro 
vide a second biometric parameter to the second module if the 
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second biometric sensor is already activated to satisfy a func 
tion other than the passive Subscription, and wherein the 
second module is configured to derive a second activity 
parameter from the second biometric parameter if the second 
biometric sensor is activated and to derive the second activity 
parameter from the first activity parameter if the second bio 
metric sensor is not activated. In Such an example, the first 
module optionally is configured to determine a state of the 
wearer based on the first biometric parameter, and wherein 
the passive Subscription of the second module to the second 
biometric sensor is modified in response to the second param 
eter indicating a change in State of the wearer. In such an 
example, the plurality of biometric sensors optionally 
includes one or more of a galvanic-skin-resistance sensor, a 
pulse-rate sensor, a skin-temperature sensor, an accelerom 
eter, a magnetometer, a gyroscope, and a global-positioning 
sensor. In Such an example, the plurality of activity modules 
optionally includes one or more of a pedometer module, a 
calorie-counting module, a distance module, and a running 
module. Any or all of the above-described examples may be 
combined in any suitable manner in various implementations. 
0287 Another example provides a computing device 
comprising a plurality of hardware components, and a plural 
ity of modules, wherein a first module of the plurality of 
modules directly subscribes to receive a first parameter from 
a first hardware component of the plurality of hardware com 
ponents, wherein a subscription of the first module to the first 
hardware component specifies activation of the first hardware 
component to provide the first parameter to the first module to 
satisfy the subscription, and wherein the first module is con 
figured to derive a second parameter from the first parameter, 
and wherein a second module of the plurality of modules 
indirectly subscribes to the first hardware component by 
directly subscribing to receive the second parameter from the 
first module, and wherein a subscription of the second module 
to the first module specifies activation of the first module to 
provide the second parameter to the second module to satisfy 
the Subscription. In Such an example, the computing device 
optionally is a wearable device, and wherein the first hard 
ware component is a biometric sensor configured to deter 
mine a biometric parameter of a wearer of the wearable 
device. In Such an example, the second module optionally 
directly subscribes to a second hardware component of the 
plurality of hardware components via a passive Subscription, 
wherein the passive subscription specifies that the second 
hardware component provide a third parameter to the second 
module if the second hardware component is already acti 
vated to satisfy a function other than the passive Subscription, 
and wherein the second module is configured to derive a 
fourth parameter from the third parameter if the second hard 
ware component is activated and to derive the fourth param 
eter from the second parameter if the second hardware com 
ponent is not activated. In Such an example, the passive 
subscription of the second module to the second hardware 
component optionally is modified in response to the second 
parameter indicating a trigger. In Such an example, the Sub 
Scription optionally is modified in response to the trigger by 
adjusting a sample frequency at which the second hardware 
component produces the third parameter. In such an example, 
the Subscription optionally is modified in response to the 
trigger by Switching from the passive Subscription to an active 
Subscription that specifies activation of the second hardware 
component to provide the third parameter to the second mod 
ule to satisfy the Subscription. In such an example, the com 
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puting device optionally is a wearable device, wherein the 
first hardware component is a biometric sensor configured to 
determine a first biometric parameter of a wearer of the wear 
able device, wherein the first module is configured to deter 
mine a state of the wearer based on the first biometric param 
eter, and wherein the trigger includes a change in a state of the 
wearer. In such an example, a Subscription with the first 
hardware component optionally includes one or more Sub 
scription modifiers that define one or more constraints of the 
Subscription. In Such an example, the one or more Subscrip 
tion modifiers optionally includes a sampling frequency at 
which the first hardware component produces the first param 
eter, and wherein the first hardware component produces the 
first parameterata frequency that is a least common multiple 
of sampling frequencies indicated by modules that Subscribe 
to receive the first parameter. In such an example, the one or 
more subscription modifiers optionally includes a sampling 
period over which the first hardware component is activated 
to produce the first parameter, and wherein the first hardware 
component produces the first parameter over a longest Sam 
pling period of sampling periods indicated by modules that 
Subscribe to receive the first parameter. In Such an example, 
the one or more Subscription modifiers optionally includes a 
subscription duration to which a module is subscribed to 
receive the first parameter. In Such an example, the one or 
more Subscription modifiers optionally includes an immedi 
ate notification constraint that specifies sending a most 
recently sampled version of the first parameter to a module in 
response to the module establishing a subscription to receive 
the first parameter from the first hardware component. Any or 
all of the above-described examples may be combined in any 
Suitable manner in various implementations. 
0288 Another example provides a computing device 
comprising a first hardware component configured to produce 
a first parameter, a second hardware component configured to 
produce a second parameter, a first module having an active 
subscription to receive the first parameter from the first hard 
ware component, the active Subscription requiring periodic 
activation of the first hardware component to provide the first 
parameter to the first module, the first module being config 
ured to determine a third parameter based on the first param 
eter, and a second module having an active Subscription to 
receive the third parameter from the first module, the active 
Subscription requiring periodic activation of the first module 
to provide the third parameter to the second module, the 
second module having a passive Subscription to receive the 
second parameter from the second hardware component, the 
passive Subscription requiring that the second hardware com 
ponent provide the second parameter to the second module if 
the second hardware component is already activated to satisfy 
a function other than the passive Subscription, the second 
module being configured to determine a fourth parameter 
based on the second parameter if the second hardware com 
ponent is activated, and determine the fourth parameter based 
on the third parameter provided by the first module if the 
second hardware component is not activated. In Such an 
example, the passive subscription of the second module to the 
second hardware component optionally is modified in 
response to the second parameter indicating a trigger. In Such 
an example, a Subscription with the first hardware component 
optionally includes one or more subscription modifiers that 
define one or more constraints of the Subscription. Any or all 
of the above-described examples may be combined in any 
Suitable manner in various implementations. 
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0289. It will be understood that the configurations and/or 
approaches described hereinare exemplary in nature, and that 
these specific embodiments or examples are not to be consid 
ered in a limiting sense, because numerous variations are 
possible. The specific routines or methods described herein 
may represent one or more of any number of processing 
strategies. As such, various acts illustrated and/or described 
may be performed in the sequence illustrated and/or 
described, in other sequences, in parallel, or omitted. Like 
wise, the order of the above-described processes may be 
changed. 
0290 The subject matter of the present disclosure includes 
all novel and nonobvious combinations and Subcombinations 
of the various processes, systems and configurations, and 
other features, functions, acts, and/or properties disclosed 
herein, as well as any and all equivalents thereof. 

1. A client computing device comprising: 
a logic machine; and 
a storage machine holding instructions executable by the 

logic machine to: 
establish a plurality of subscriptions to receive data pub 

lished by a plurality of data sources of the client 
computing device, each Subscription corresponding 
to a different data source: 

in response to receiving published data from any data 
Source of the client computing device via a Subscrip 
tion, store the published data in a subscription buffer; 
and 

in response to receiving, from a remote subscription 
dispatcher of a host computing device, a read request 
for data published by data sources of the client com 
puting device in accordance with the plurality of Sub 
Scriptions, send to the host computing device one or 
more data packets including published data stored in 
the subscription buffer. 

2. The client computing device of claim 1, wherein pub 
lished data provided by all data sources to which a subscrip 
tion has been established is sent in response to receiving the 
read request for client data from the remote subscription 
dispatcher of the host computing device. 

3. The client computing device of claim 1, wherein the 
storage machine further holds instructions executable by the 
logic machine to: 

receive, from the remote subscription dispatcher of the host 
computing device, a plurality of Subscription requests, 
each Subscription request including a data source iden 
tifier that identifies a data source of the client computing 
device, and wherein the plurality of subscriptions are 
established responsive to receiving the plurality of sub 
Scription requests. 

4. The client computing device of claim 1, wherein the 
Subscription buffer includes a data slot corresponding to each 
Subscription, and wherein the storage machine further holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to: 

in response to receiving published data, from a data source 
via a subscription, store the published data in the data 
slot corresponding to the Subscription. 

5. The client computing device of claim 4, wherein the one 
or more data packets include published data stored in the data 
slots corresponding to the plurality of Subscriptions. 

6. The client computing device of claim 1, wherein each of 
the one or more data packets includes a data source identifier 
that identifies a data source that provided the published data 
included in the data packet. 
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7. The client computing device of claim 6, wherein the one 
or more data packets include a missed sample count indicat 
ing a number of times the data source has published data since 
a last read request was received from the remote subscription 
dispatcher of the host computing device. 

8. The client computing device of claim 1, further compris 
ing: 

a wired communication I/O interface configured to com 
municate with the host computing device; 

a wireless communication I/O interface configured to com 
municate with the host computing device; and 

wherein the storage machine holds instructions executable 
by the logic machine to: 
communicate with the host computing device via both 

the wired communication I/O interface and the wire 
less communication I/O interface using a host-medi 
ated transport layer protocol in which only the remote 
computing device initiates communication between 
the client computing device and the host computing 
device. 

9. A host computing device comprising: 
a logic machine; and 
a storage machine holding instructions executable by the 

logic machine to: 
receive, from a plurality of modules of the host comput 

ing device, a plurality of Subscription requests to 
receive published data, wherein two or more of the 
plurality of modules request Subscriptions for the 
same published data; 

send, to a remote subscription manager of a client com 
puting device, a plurality of Subscription requests to 
receive published data from data sources of the client 
computing device, each Subscription request corre 
sponding to a different data source; 

send, to the remote subscription manager of the client 
computing device, a read request for data published 
by data sources of the client computing device to 
which the plurality of subscriptions were requested; 

receive, from the remote Subscription manager of the 
client computing device, one or more data packets 
including data published by data sources of the client 
computing device in accordance with the plurality of 
Subscription requests; and 

send the one or more data packets to modules that Sub 
scribed to receiving the published data included in the 
one or more packets, wherein at least one data packet 
is sent to two or more modules that requested Sub 
Scriptions to the same published data. 

10. The host computing device of claim 9, wherein the 
storage machine holds instructions executable by the logic 
machine to: 

send, to the remote subscription manager of the client 
computing device, for each data source a single Sub 
scription request to receive published data provided by 
the data source. 

11. The host computing device of claim 9, wherein the 
storage machine holds instructions executable by the logic 
machine to: 

for each subscription request received from the plurality of 
modules, identify a data source of the client computing 
device that provides the published data indicated by the 
Subscription request; and 

for each Subscription request, add a data source identifier 
that identifies the data source to the Subscription request. 
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12. The host computing device of claim 11, wherein each 
of the one or more data packets includes a data source iden 
tifier identifying a data source that provided the published 
data included in the data packet, and wherein the storage 
machine holds instructions executable by the logic machine 
tO: 

establish for each data source identifier a list of modules 
that subscribe to receive published data provided by a 
corresponding data source based on the plurality of Sub 
Scription requests; and 

in response to receiving the one or more data packets, for 
each of the one or more data packets send the data packet 
to the modules on the list of modules that subscribe to the 
data source corresponding to the data Source identifier in 
the data packet. 

13. The host computing device of claim 12, wherein the 
storage machine holds instructions executable by the logic 
machine to: 

for each of the one or more data packets, remove the data 
Source identifier from the data packet prior to sending 
the data packet to the modules. 

14. The host computing device of claim 9, wherein the read 
request is periodically sent to the remote Subscription man 
ager of the client computing device according to a periodic 
interval. 

15. The host computing device of claim 14, wherein each 
of the one or more data packets includes a missed sample 
count indicating a number of times the data source has pub 
lished data since a last read request was received by the client 
computing device, and wherein the storage machine holds 
instructions executable by the logic machine to: 

adjust the periodic interval to an updated periodic interval 
based on the missed sample count of the one or more 
data packets; and 

periodically send, to the remote Subscription manager of 
the client computing device, a read request for data 
published by dataSources of the client computing device 
according to the updated periodic interval. 

16. The host computing device of claim 15, wherein the 
storage machine holds instructions executable by the logic 
machine to: 

for each of the one or more data packets, remove the missed 
sample count from the data packet prior to sending the 
data packet to the modules. 

17. On a host computing device, a method for subscribing 
to published data, the method comprising: 

sending, to a remote Subscription manager of a client com 
puting device, a plurality of Subscription requests to 
receive data published by data sources of the client com 
puting device; 

periodically sending, to the remote subscription manager 
of the client computing device, a read request for data 
published by data sources to which the plurality of sub 
Scriptions were requested, the read request being sent 
according to a periodic interval; 

receiving from the remote Subscription manager of the 
client computing device a plurality of data packets 
including published data provided by data sources of the 
client computing device to which the plurality of sub 
Scriptions were requested, each of the plurality of data 
packets including a data source identifier and a missed 
sample count, the data source identifier identifying a 
data source that provided the published data included in 
the data packet, and the missed sample count indicating 
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a number of times the data source has published data 
since a last read request was received by the remote 
Subscription manager of the client computing device; 

adjusting the periodic interval to an updated periodic inter 
val based on the missed sample count of the plurality of 
data packets; and 

sending a read request for published data to the remote 
Subscription manager of the client computing device in 
accordance with the updated periodic interval. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
receiving, from a plurality of modules of the host comput 

ing device, a plurality of subscription requests to receive 
published data; 

establishing, for each data source to which a Subscription 
was requested, a list of modules that subscribe to receive 
data published by the data source; and 
in response to receiving the plurality of data packets, 

from the remote subscription manager of the client 
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computing device, for each of the plurality of data 
packets, sending the data packet to the modules on the 
list of modules that subscribe to the data source cor 
responding to the data source identifier in the data 
packet. 

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising: 
for each of the plurality of data packets, removing the data 

Source identifier and the missed sample count from the 
data packet prior to sending the data packet to the mod 
ules. 

20. The method of claim 17, wherein adjusting the periodic 
interval includes decreasing the periodic interval if a missed 
sample count of any of the plurality of data packets is greater 
than a threshold value, and increasing the periodic interval if 
a missed sample count of each of the plurality of data packets 
1S ZO. 


